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WORKING IN SWITZERLAND & SWISS COMPANIES WORLDWIDE
This exposition focuses on the faring of the third
level educated expatriates in Switzerland. Indicatively, in May 2013 57% of all EFTA1 expatriates
owned a tertiary education. The rest, with the exception of a few G7 based freelancers2 that can, wish, and
fully intend to eventually return home and asylum
seekers, fare far worseA,3.
This exposition mirrors the aggregate of:
a) 17 years of legal residence4 in Switzerland, and
b) 3+years of employment with a fully owned
Credit Swiss subsidiary in the UK;
c) ample Cool-Down Time with physical and emotional distance to all things Swiss, as well as
d) the macroscopic viewpoint possible after 15+
years’ subsequent experience with senior Ministers,
and oversight positions in the Ministries of Finance
and Development.
There exists evidence that all Swiss employers treat
non-Swiss /indigenous employees in a similar manner, worldwide. They are perceived to be Expendable
Factors of Production that can be jettisoned without
consequences.

40+ year-olds

25-35 year-olds

SPFWC
Swiss Permanent Foreign Workers Contingent
December 31st, 2012
Of the 8,039,060 legal residents1,869,969
(i.e. 23 %) had a foreign Passport.
Between 1950 to 2013
6,908,059 expatriates entered Switzerland
legally.
Between 1979 to 2013
2,188,685 residents departed permanently.

This exposition echoes the track record of a large sample of US, G7, and EU Member State nationals following their almost invariably involuntary deparAt the end of September 2015, the
ture, or far worseB,5.
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Percentage of EFTA expatriates with
Tertiary education

After decades of legal residence, without as much as a parking ticket, the majority of secondary level educated foreign
residents are scared, apprehensive, uncertain, defensive. In their majority they can neither comprehend nor compose an
adequate reply, let alone defend themselves versus Employer/Landlord/Insurer/Administrative decisions, etc. They invariably are encouraged to interpret the individual consequences of the Swiss Foreign Worker Rotation Policy as acts of fate
and unavoidable and just results of personal failings and faults. There is a nationwide policy of plausible dement.
A

In 2014, over 60,000 legal residents found themselves locked up in psychiatric institutions (Preventive Incarceration
= FFE) outside the judicial system. Of those over 15,000 without a court order or the presence of a competent psychiatrist
(SFR DRS Rundschau 01.04.2015 www.youtube.com/watch?v=08yE17gwKrk, plus ). The inability to handle the local
idiom and comprehend the “expectations and ways of the Host Land” often suffice for such treatment. Small underfunded
NGO’s like PSYCHEX (www.psychex.ch) do not vegetate persistently without very good reasons.
B
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Before making major decisions or taking irreversible courses of action intending expatriates to Switzerland should check with official and reliable sources (not necessarily the
same). Do not believe in hearsay and everything you're told or read. If something is
too good to be true – it is not.
At the end of 2017 the resident population
[Swiss nationals + Foreign nationals] comprised 8,542,300 persons of which 6,395,300
(74.9%) were Swiss and 2,147,000 (25.1%) legal foreign nationals comprising the

SPFWC (Swiss Permanent Foreign Workers Contingent).

The above does not include the ca 50,000 foreign nationals working with International Organizations.
At the end of 2018.
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NB. Well over 760,000 Swiss nationals choose to or must live outside Switzerland.
In the year ending 2018
1.
2.
3.

171,700 foreigners moved to Switzerland.
94,400 foreign nationals left Switzerland.
31,800 Swiss nationals left Switzerland.

The Federal office of Statistics published the following Table:
Age Structure of the permanently resident population according to nationality and Sex.
(2017)
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8.484.130

1.700.494

2.261.148

2.972.123

1.116.029

434.336

Swiss National
Male
Female

6.357.738
3.078.538
3.279.200

1.265.828
649.522
616.306

1.494.876
748.551
746.325

2.215.511
1.079.805
1.135.706

984.460
454.974
529.486

397.063
145.686
251.377
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Foreign National
Male
Female

2.126.392
1.127.896
998.496

434.666
225.549
209.117

766.272
399.173
367.099

756.612
414.848
341.764

131.569
71.033
60.536

37.273
17.293
19.980

Switzerland's economic success is dependent on the steered influx of high-end expatriates. Foreign nationals are found in almost every walk of life. Many Swiss companies have a sizeable foreign labor force.
A multilanguage welcome poster at the cantonal integration office in Chur, eastern Switzerland. (2019).
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So far so good, but ….

THE EXPATRIATE’S PERSPECTIVE
You, henceforth any expatriate, can most likely claim a tertiary level education6. On your first entry in Switzerland,
you were in your late twenties to early thirties and, most
likely, single.
You, too, have rejoiced upon receiving confirmation of employment, unawares the consent of the Swiss Homeland
Security Police7 and your initial renewable work & residence Permit.
You, too, have been unaware that, e.g. in 2013, between 300
to 500 invited expatriates were entering Switzerland every
calendar day.
In the beginning, you assumed that your hard work, educational investments, career track, luck, and choices
were recognized, and you can finally reap long-deserved rewards such as life and work in a beautiful, rich, and
civilized environment with an adequate income, as an EQUAL. The last you do best forget!.
If your value system encompasses “silly humanistic staff” such a “We hold these Truths to be self-evident,
that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that
among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness….” as found in the US Declaration of Independence8 and the likes then, Switzerland is really not for you.
You have been fully unaware that in two concurrently counterflowing “Rivers of Souls9” on the very day of
your first entry a similar number of expatriates, together with any family, were in their overwhelming majority
involuntarily, often after decades of legal residence (viz: 13,980 German and 10,254 Portuguese nationals left
Switzerland in 2018), permanently departing Switzerland.
You may even entertain the illusionary notion that it was you who uninfluenced, untempted, and unassisted simply came across the rare and wonderful Swiss “opportunity”.
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If you are an Expatriate you have most likely responded to a prominent International
advertisement10 and were hired, following a short interview, directly from overseas
for the quality, actuality, pertinence, and uniqueness of your education, career track,
experience, marital statusC , and other skills
Most likely a one of a kind business offered you an apparent net salary you would not
lightly get elsewhere in Europe.
During the interview, the quality of life, the ambiance, the low direct taxation, and other applicant-appropriate
selling points have been identified and duly praised.
A permanent residence permit, an explicit prerequisite to Swiss Citizenship, has invariably been put
firmly into perspectiveD and a guided tour of any nearby scenic surroundings has been duly given.
You were also overwhelmed with professional interest, concern, and “good” intentions and in the hasty tour
from the Interview to the airport or train station.
Minor drawbacks such as:

Child Allowance. ln Switzerland, parents receive a monthly child allowance (Kinderzulage, allocatίons
famίlίales) of between SFr. 150 and 450 per child per month. Child allowance is paid by your employer and
varies from canton to canton.
C

The majority of cantons pay a fixed allowance for each child, while some cantons pay an increased allowance for
the third and subsequent children. The cantons with the smallest population or lowest birth rates usually pay
the highest child allowances.
The allowance is usually paid to a child's 16th birthday (15 in Fribourg and Geneva) or until the age of between
18 and 25 when he remains in full-time education or occupational Employment/training.
Registration is made by your employer and the allowance is usually paid to the family's main breadwinner (you
can choose) in his or her monthly salary payment. Around ten cantons pay a birth allowance of SFr. 600 to 1,500.
D

It costs nothing to hint at pleasant eventualities that may happen 10+ years down the road.
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a) the horrendous non-transferable compulsory health insurance costE,11 of ≥ SFr. 4000/year
per adult. In effect, a compulsory12 head tax to finance other people’s medical costs in an extremely inefficientF,G medical services and pharma environment H,I where the much younger,
healthier, transient residents making up the SPFWC, including their offspring, international
GO/NGO employees, and foreign students finance the Swiss health system to the tune of ≥ SFr 9.
Billion per year.
There is no such thing as "free" health care in Switzerland.
The average Swiss household spends ≈ 20% of its monthly income on insurances.
The Swiss have a problem with unpaid debts.
The debt collection agency Intrum© found that over the last 12 months 54% had failed to pay all
their bills on time. (Le News 17/06/2019)
Another survey by Comparis© found that one in four residents have debt collectors after them.
Among those under 36, nearly half have an unpaid debt. Unpaid taxes (35%), and unpaid health
insurance premiums (32%), are the most common unpaid debts.
Figures from the Federal Statistical Office (05.06.2019) show a doubling to the number of debt
collection actions over the 20 years to 2017. 2.9 million legal demands were made on unpaid
bills in Switzerland in 2017 alone.
The problem is worse in French-speaking Switzerland. In 2017, those living in the Lake Geneva
region, an area encompassing the cantons of Vaud and Geneva, were 70% more likely than an
average person in the rest of Switzerland to be pursued for an unpaid bill.
These cantons have some of the highest taxes and health insurance premiums in all of Switzerland.
Perhaps there is a connection.
Under the current system (6/2019, when young adults reach the age of 18 they must pay any
health insurance premiums that were not paid on their behalf by their parents when they were
children.

Viz. ~ SFr. 330 per adult and ~ SFr. 100 per child per month. Although the services provided by the basic
health insurance package are regulated and constant throughout Switzerland there are wide disparities in the
premiums an expatriate may pay depending on the city and canton of residence, the individual’s risk aversion,
and the greed, canning, and persuasion powers of his insurance broker.
E

Switzerland spends over 11 % of the GDP on health and has one of the most expensive health systems and rising costs have long been a major concern for consumers.
F

Many Swiss households are also struggling to cope with rising health insurance premiums. A people’s initiative
(2019) wants family premiums not exceed 10% of their income with the balance to be paid for by the Cantons.
G

Drug prices, even for Swiss products, in Switzerland are higher than in other major European markets, especially when it comes to generic drugs, which are twice as expensive in Switzerland as elsewhere.
H

For example, in Switzerland a pack of the patented painkiller Dafalgan costs CHF6.95 more than the generic
version Paracetamol. Despite the potential savings, Dafalgan remains more popular: 900,000 packages were sold
in 2018 for a total of CHF 23.1 million, compared to only 65,000 packs of Paracetamol sold at CHF 1.2 million.
The cost of health insurance in Switzerland is expected to rise 3% both 2019 and 2020, warns (17/06/2019)
the umbrella group for health insurers, Santésuisse. This is way above the forecast rise in consumer goods
prices of 0.9% for 2019.
I
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Some young Swiss residents get saddled with debts of thousands of S. Fr when they turn 18
because of unpaid childhood health insurance premiums.
As a result, in addition to needing to pay off these debts, some also struggle to find a landlord
prepared to rent to them because their name is on the Official Debt-Collection Register.
«Financial woes due to high franchises13»
Sébastien Mercier of the “Schuldenberatung Schweiz” NGO
warns that because premiums
continue to rise, the waiver of
medical benefits is encouraged,
which immediately pushes up
premiums again. For example,
when premiums were rising,
poor sick people did not consult
a doctor until the last moment–
when only expensive treatments
were possible.
«Many Swiss are already overindebted because of their
health costs», says Mercier.

Figure 1 Figures published in 2017 show that only 37% of Swiss
healthcare costs were covered by basic compulsory health insurance
premiums.

He draws attention to the fact
that, according to the Swiss
“Federal” Statistical Office, one
in five Swiss people cannot pay
an unexpected bill of 2,500 Swiss
francs. «Many choose a high
franchise to save. But if they fall
ill and must pay several thousand
S. Fr in one swoop, they run into
financial hardship."
Especially for families, medical
and dental costs are a particularly large budget item.

In a similar vein, young women (regardless of nationality) pay significantly higher supplementary
health insurance. According to an analysis by Comparis, the difference can be as much as 80%. The
reason: young women carry the “risk” of giving birth.
In Switzerland, compulsory health insurance premiums cover 37% of healthcare costs. Much of the
rest is covered by taxpayers and nonreimbursable out-of-pocket payments by individuals.
As part of a plan to reduce costs, the health insurer Groupe Mutuel launched a new lower-cost plan
which requires its clients to go to the pharmacy for help before calling their doctor or a medical
specialist, according to Le Matin Dimanche and reported in Le Temps. Patients on the plan are
required to go to a designated pharmacy before going to a doctor. A pharmacist decides whether a
doctor’s appointment is required. Pharmacists do not charge for consultations, reducing costs.
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b) the very high costs of livingJ,K,14,15.
Despite Switzerland's high median salaries, the living costs are also very high.
Zurich and Geneva regularly make it into
the top ten in the Economist Intelligence
Unit’s Worldwide Cost of LivingL survey.
If you reverse engineer, the Swiss Federal
office of Statistics average household
budget for a family of 2+2 published in
2016.
You will notice that it postulates income
sources of ≈1/3, other than the working income of the family to balance the
books!
In big agglomerations, a factor of 1.3
on the expense side is quite appropriate.

J

Most Goods and Services are ~30 to ~400 % more expensive in CH than in nearby States.

This explains the caravans of weekend shoppers (inclusive of Members of the Swiss ”Federal” Parliament preaching to Swiss and Expatriates the detrimental effects of this practice to the Swiss economy) to neighboring
countries to procure capital goods, luxury items, medical and dental Services, medications, butter (markup
~150% in CH), meat products ( markup ~100% to ~200% in CH), detergents, Toiletry ( markup ~100% in CH),
clothing, etc.
Shopping in a Swiss supermarket offering much less variety is considerably more expensive than in an Italian,
Austrian, German, or French one. The price of meat is ~ 150% higher in CH than the EU average.
K

It compares more than 400 individual prices across 160 products and services including food and drink, clothing, rents, transport, utility bills and recreation costs.
L
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c)

the prevalence of diligent State controlM,16,17,18,19,20,21.
Fines are considered to be a very important budget
contribution to Swiss administration units at all levelsN.

d) the prohibitions on acquiring property22 for the first

ten+ years for non-EU Member States Nationals and
those without the ca. SFr. 250,000+ down-paymentO
locking you in a perpetual tenancy23 trap where besides
paying well over the EU average on rent you must, at a
very high cost, restore the rental object to new condition every time you move.

e)

the steep ever-increasing accommodation costsP,24.

In 2019 Switzerland rolled out a national register of fare dodgers (4/2019). Details of offenders will be kept
on file for two years. To date, Switzerland’s ≈ 100 transport operators have maintained their own lists of passengers caught travelling either without a ticket or without the correct ticket for their journey. To get an idea
of the practice a five-year-old girl traveling with her 10-year-old Sister was recently (21/08/2019) fined 100
SFr. for entering a bus without a fare in Scaffhausen.
M

Zurich is budgeting on receiving 152 Swiss francs (€135) per person as a result of fines handed out by the city’s
police in 2019. At the bottom of the “fines” table is Solothurn, where cantonal police are budgeting for police
fines of just 6 francs per person. In Basel–Stadt, fines are expected to bring in 79 francs per person. In Schwyz,
the figure is 44 francs, in St Gallen 43 francs, in Bern 39 francs and in Luzern 19 francs. Cantonal police in
Zurich are budgeting on taking in 17 francs per person in fines in 2019. A man in the Swiss city of Biel/Bienne
has been sentenced to two days in prison for failing to pay a fine for breaking municipal garbage laws (one 60
lt. plastic bag) after rubbish detectives uncovered his crime (2017).
N

O

20%, of the object’s sale price plus an additional 5% for fees, with 80% going into your mortgage.

Rent. Rent varies massively. If you are to make ends meet your annual rent bill should, under no circumstances, exceed
one third of your pretax income. This pretty much tells you where you do belong.
P

If you live near the center of a major agglomeration you can expect to pay between SFr. 700 to SFr 1.500+ (for
a small room in a shared flat) to SFr. 2000+ for a tiny apartment per month. To that you will need to add
heating, water, electricity, TV, and telephone/internet bills. If you choose to live in the suburbs you will face an
increasingly heavy commuting burden in both time and cost.
Direct Taxes. The yearly direct tax rate depends on where you live and your income and can amount to 1 to 3
pretax monthly salaries per annum.
Indirect Taxes such as: a) TV license (mandatory even if you don't own a set) at SFr. ~ 450 per year, b) Police
registration, Road tax (Verkehrssteuer, impόt sur a circulation) rates in Switzerland vary considerably from
canton to canton. Its calculated on the engine size (CC), power DIN-PS) or the weight of your car, depending
on your canton of residence. (Canton Ticino re the exception, where they charge a basic premium of around SFr.
150 and add the DINPS figure, times the weight of the car, divided by 800 - creating these calculations keeps
thousands of Swiss civil servants in work.), c) Motorway usage Tax (if you own a vehicle), d) Motor Vehicle
periodic drivability control e) Motor Vehicle registration, Church Tax, Waste disposal tax (ln most communities you must deposit rubbish in Official' (taxed) bags, usually colored and printed with the community
name, sold in local stores and supermarkets at the checkout only. Rubbish bags sold off the shelves in all stores
aren't official and cannot be deposited in the rubbish disposal bins in communities, which require the official
rubbish bags (unless you purchase a stamp from your community). These bags, which come in various sizes,
carry a tax and usually cost from around SFr. 2 (35-litre) to SFr. 6.30 (110-litre) each, depending on their size
and the community. Waste deposited in these bags is usually restricted to materials that can be incinerated. If
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you use unofficial rubbish bags, they won't be collected, and the local waste ' detectives' may track you down
and fine you, e.g. SFr. 100. ln some cantons you must purchase a tax stamp for each rubbish bag, etc., etc.,
Mandatory Health insurance, a health tax equivalent, costs ≥ SFr. 330 per month (≥ SFr. 4000 per year) and
adult or much more depending on your excess (= cumulative cost of annual treatments before the insurance
springs in). To give an example, a 30-year-old living in downtown Zurich with a 300 SFr. Deductible would pay
a monthly premium ranging from 400 – 500 SFr. a month (depending on which insurer they go with). If that
deductible were set at SFr. 2,500, the premium would range from around SFr. 265–410.
The Swiss government has an online calculator (available in German, French and Italian) which, assuming you
can actually find a place, can help give an idea of how much you can expect to pay. There is a commercial
English version one.
Apart from the monthly premiums and the deductible, you may also have to pay a retention fee and a
contribution to the cost of hospital stays. If like most Residents you’re not wealthy and pay for the cheaper
available insurance, you have a deductible of SFr. 2500 per annum, plus a 10% copayment after the deductible.
10% in Switzerland is no joke. Many people are only able to go to the doctor for very serious maladies and
some literally must BEG BYSTANDERS NOT TO CALL AN AMBULANCE WHEN ASSAULTED because of fear of paying their half of the ambulance’s fare!
You may well require other kinds of insurance such as liability (~ SFr. 250 pa), accident, Salary, legal, Life,
personal effects, Travel, auto, etc.

Auto insurance. The most expensive premiums are for new drivers who are young and male and hold
a foreign passport. A 2018 analysis by Comparis, a price-comparison service, found that Albanians pay
as much as 95% more than Swiss drivers. Italians pay a supplement of as much as 22%, depending on
their insurer. The Swiss Insurance Association couldn’t say whether any nationalities pay less than
the Swiss our guess is that there aren’t any. In the European Union, it is forbidden to use nationality
as a factor in setting premiums. In Switzerland nationality is an important criterion in setting tariffs
among most insurers,” says Takashi Sugimoto, a spokesperson for the Swiss Insurance Association.
In calculating premiums, insurers take into account gender, age, place of residence, car type, driving experience and nationality. Statistically, these factors influence the probability of an accident
Public transport. In major agglomerations the Public Transport is adequate, and for commuting you may not
need a car, however, every second person in Switzerland owns one, making it one of the most heavily motorized
countries.
A Zürich pass (train, bus, boat, and tram) will cost you ~ SFr. 750 per person per year. If you plan to
travel regularly on public transport for work and leisure, you’ll probably want to get a travelcard. The most
popular travelcards are the GA travelcards (which allows unlimited travel on the Swiss public transport network
for SFr 3,860 a year (second-class) or SFr 6,300 a year (first-class) and the half-fare travelcard which gives you
50 percent off all tickets and costs SFr 185 Swiss francs for the first year, and SFr 165 if you renew for a second
year (Status 12/2018). Swiss taxis are reported to be the most expensive in Europe The per-kilometre taxi costs
in Zurich (€5.25) and Geneva (€6.00) were roughly double that of the most expensive airport journeys in Milan
(€2.02) and London (€2.85), (08/2019).
Living Costs. A cheap lunch can set you back ~ SFr 20, a dinner (including some meat and wine) ~ SFr 40 to
~ SFr 100 per person. A beer will cost you ~ SFr 10. A cappuccino ~ SFr 5, and in Starbucks or similar ~ SFr
CHF 8. A Gym membership is ~ SFr 1,000 per year.
if you don't eat out you'll probably need ~ SFr 600 per month for food. A cinema ticket in Zurich costs ~ SFr
17 - ~ SFr 30. A male hair cut costs ~ SFr 25 to ~ SFr 50. A fixed telephone line with Wi-Fi is around ~ SFr
110 per month. A night club entry is ≥ SFr 50. If you require special diets the situation becomes unsustainable
quite quickly. There are self-service launderettes (Wascherei, blanchisserie) in major towns and cities, but
they're expensive at around SFr. 10 to wash and dry a 5kg load. Swiss consumers also pay a “high price island”
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In 2018 the average rent for a 100 m2 apartment was SFr. 3,820 in Geneva, SFr. 3,073 in Zurich,
SFr. 2,850 in Lausanne, SFr. 2,660 in Basel, etc.

f)

Swiss property is mostly owned by
Swiss banks and insurance companiesQ.
A good portion of your overpriced
accommodation costs goes, in a state
parallel income redistribution system,
to finance other people’s pension
funds to which you are most unlikely
to ever land on the receiving end.
To top this up the empty apartment rate in big cities is ≤ 1% and in central Zurich ≈ 0.2%
(2019) making it next to impossible to find something cost-effective, even if you can afford the rent.
Even Swiss nationals often try for years without success for certain foreign nationals the search
can take many years25.
There exist commercial short and medium-term foreign household appropriate housing, appropriately marked up, for well over 2.2 Million people ever in search of transient, competitive to high
rolling foreign tenants to amortize it.

g) Cartels of all kinds are common and unless “shown” to be harmful, to Swiss interests, they are
not illegal. E.g. there are intentional variations in dimensioning and interfaces to make purchasing

premium of up to 245% for magazines and ≥ 25% for clothing compared to prices being charged for the same
goods in neighboring countries. A consumer group study (2019 & 2012) found the price differential to be higher
in Italy and France than in Germany.
P

Echo der Zeit Studie von Zürcher Amt für Wirtschaft und Arbeit NZZ am Sontag 17/12/2017.

At the national level, the IMF (1/4/2019) sees risks in Swiss real estate and in mortgage loans, where 85%
of Swiss banks' assets are concentrated. Pension funds and insurance companies are also highly exposed.
Q
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white electrical appliances overseas, at much lower prices for the same makes and models, impossibleR.
h) Two-thirds of the Swiss population have experienced long periods in which they were not
mentally well26. In polls, 20 to 30 percent say they are in crisis.
i)

etc.,

have not even been hinted upon.
You have been perceived as a competitive “profit promising human Factor of
Production” and hard sold a non-existent “Switzerland”. This was quite easy as
you, too, arrived absolutely predetermined to be pleased.
A couple of months following their first arrival most expatriates realize that the
cost of living, including a multitude of veiled componentsS, far outweigh any income differential they may have
secured.
Even though in-company discussions of salaries, perks, and benefits are explicitly prohibited most expatriates discover that their, often, far less qualified Swiss colleagues take home significantly more (≥ 20%+) - for
whatever it is you do27. See the salaries for kindergarten teachers (2019) Being aware of their far superior employment continuity prospects, the value and long-term availability of a working income, and knowledgeable of
the local “ropes” they can, and do, live far thriftier than an expatriate can.
Every year, several
thousand residents
are asked the question “What are the
five biggest problems in Switzerland?” in a nationwide poll. Here’s an
interactive look at
the things that have
given the Swiss
sleepless nights over
the years.
The Worry Barometer is a well-known
survey

published

every year by Credit
Suisse and the GFS
Bern research institute. The annual ranking of Swiss residents’ top concerns is regarded as an important

E.g. the standard width of kitchen appliances in Switzerland is 5cm less than across the rest of Europe (to
reduce foreign competition) and consequently domestic prices for dishwashers, washing machines, and dryers
are swiss specific and much higher than the European average.
R

i.e. being practically forced to scrap a perfectly adequate foreign registered vehicle, within a year of entry.
When your car is called up for the canton motor registration office test, it may be expensive to comply with
Swiss safety and pollution regulations, and it will most likely not be worth the expense.
S
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policy tool to find out what’s on the electorate’s mind. This is especially interesting with the upcoming federal
elections this autumn.
The main concerns in 2018 - and how they have evolved since 1995 - provide good insights into the current
state of mind of the Swiss people. This chart shows the developments over the years. The
higher and thicker the line, the more often an issue was discussed during the year.
Adequacy of financial resources in old age is the stress factor number one28 for over 55% of all Swiss
(20/03/2019). Well over 760,000 Swiss nationals choose to or must live outside Switzerland.
You will notice that despite their income differential the vast majority of your Swiss colleagues avoid expensive acquisitions, are very thrifty, and try to save up as much of their income as they possibly can.
He who can buy an abode does not need or can afford
flashy cars and designer clothes.
As far as long-term residency prospects are concerned expatriates become increasingly aware that somehow older
expatriatesT disappear.
You find saving for anything worthwhile, be that a rainyday, a newish vehicle, the down-payment for a tiny apartment; advancing in or changing employment; to prudently29 altering your marital status extremely elusive.
If after a couple of years your abode is
still half furnished or packed with unrelated staff from the likes of IKEA,
second-hand stores, gifts/leftovers
from departees; you may not want to
believe it, but you do know what your
future with respect to long term residency is.
As far as employment continuity is concerned, most expatriates realize that they:

T

a.

are hired or steered into repetitive, dead-end, temporary, or high-risk tasks.

b.

have very limited access to training and advancement opportunities30.

c.

the skills they gain on the job are either not up to date or far too specific for the international job
market.

d.

There is an ever-increasing pressure to pay to learn the local idiom or other local languages and dialects even if you only work in English. If your employer really wanted a natural German speaker, they

Colleagues, neighbours, and acquaintances together with any family members.
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could hire a foreign graduate of a Swiss UniversityU,31 and the border with Germany and Austria is practically in sight.
They simply want a tangible excuse not to give you a raiseV or a BonusW and if in ignorance of local
conditions, you sold yourself short, most expats do, Switzerland will be a very constrained experience.
A dialect is not worth learningX because it is not of any use anywhere else unless you are in Service or
old age care it is neither expected nor welcome of you.
e.

between the explicit obligation on Swiss-based employers for preference to indigenous employees
and the flood of educationally ever current, younger, cheaper, more naive aspirants over the border,
the likelihood of your securing alternative employment32 diminish rapidly to zero at only 40+33.
Soon enough most expatriates realize that they are being abused and that 70 - 80%Y of all desirable
hiring takes place unadvertised far beyond their reachZ.

Only ≈10% of the foreign postgraduate students from countries outside the EU and EFTA
at Swiss institutions ever get a job in Switzerland after their studies, many of which through
marrying a swiss national.
U

“While university graduates in many other countries have up to three years to find a job, in
Switzerland they have to submit an application for a grace period of a maximum of six
months,” And if they don’t find a job within six months of graduating, they must leave Switzerland.
Salaries in Switzerland are generally reviewed once a year around November/December,
pay changes take effect from 1st January of the following year.
V

Some employers operate an additional annual voluntary bonus (Gratification) scheme,
based on individual employee's performance or the employer's profits.
W

The Swiss are as yet unable to agree on how to spell Swiss German (Schwyzertϋϋtsch).
There are over 100,000 Swiss German words and although many have their origin in High
German, the Swiss have managed to make them unrecognizable to most German speakers
other than themselves.
X

To a casual listener, Swiss German sounds like someone trying to speak while gargling and
is often described as ' a throat disease'.
There are many dialects of Swiss German and sometimes inhabitants of nearby villages, let
alone cantons, have trouble understanding one another.
Echo der Zeit Studie von retraining camps (WK Zürcher Amt für Wirtschaft und Arbeit
NZZ am Sontag 17/12/2017.
Y

Z

Much of it within the Swiss Militia retraining camps (WK).
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If they can secure the foreigner Police’s consent, in effect a licenseAA to print money by paying a lower salaryBB,
any Swiss employer that can utilize non-native talent will bypass the local job market and hire directly from
overseas.
In ignorance of the true cost of living and hyped for the opportunity to “live in Switzerland,” they are much more
likely to be content, be it for a while, with a lot less.
If you get the chance you will observe that your Swiss colleagues emphasize citizenship and rank in the militia, not their work experience or qualifications. Strange as
that may seem, they do know better.
Service and upward mobility in the militia has always been the local ladder to success34.
Lots of mediocre educated deficients enjoy managerial posts simply because of the
need and obligation felt by their employers to parallel their militia rank in civil life.
The Swiss upper
house
(State
Council) has traditionally been
saturated with Brigade Generals and high
Militia officersCC. The cantonal governments are no exception.
Swiss female employees with doctor titles
often end up in fancy dressed reception
posts for their male bosses.

AA

Employ someone at a much lower rate than an equivalent Swiss national.

ln Switzerland, parents receive a monthly child allowance (Kinderzulage, allocations familiales) of between around SFr. 150 and 450 per child per month. Child allowance is paid by
your employer and varies from canton
to canton.
BB

CC

Jahrbuch der eidgenössischen Behörden, Verwaltungen und Bundesbetriebe.
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Taking a career break due to motherhood can cost Swiss women 3.2% of their lifetime earnings for every
year spent out of the labor market. According to a study commissioned by pro-FamiliaDD (2019), women with
university education have most to lose in financial terms. They
spend an average of 6.7 years away from the workplace after
the birth of their child. This can cost them on average SFr.
20,000 ($19,920) per year or SFr.470,000 over their working
lives. Female expatriates very rarely get a second chance.
Do not flash your academic titles around. Once in Switzerland,
they mean next to nothing and you should consider yourself
most fortunate if they do mean something to an important
overseas client or two.
Further although the Swiss enable a fraction of their own nationals (≤ 20%) to pursue an academic career because of the
invited expatriate migration major cities and industrial centers
where expatriates concentrate are literally awash with degree
holders35
NB The Switzerland wide average rate of academic qualification
holders (Swiss & SPFWC) is around 28,6 % (status 2018).

DD

"What was common practice in the hiring of
prospective journalists applied in far greater
measure to hopefuls in the banking world, the
insurance sector, and the industry.
If you wanted to make progress in your
professional life, you also had to prove
yourself in the military by pursuing a
career as part time militia officer.
In major Swiss banks there was the possibility for female secretaries to use internal courses on how to handle military jargon in order to complete the
correspondence of their bosses with
parallel military postings “.
More often than not military and profes-

sional careers command a parallel
course.
(NZZ 05-03-2019)

See http://www.profamilia.ch
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As far as social life is concerned,
most expatriates ponder why,
despite very intensive efforts, it
proves extraordinarily difficult
to build up a meaningful relationship such as friendshipEE,36
with their Swiss colleagues, clients, and neighbors. Getting to
talk to a compatible compatriot
may require an hour’s drive or
more.
After the “Honeymoon period” is over most expatriates feel and are tolerated.

The vast majority of Swiss nationals are introvert and tend to meet everything foreign
with reserve, the general consequence of which is an innate distrust of non-tourist foreigners.
They rarely start a conversation with strangers (even other Swiss).
EE

They have taken the art of non-conversation to new heights and the vast majority of foreigners in Switzerland count few Swiss among their friends. This is particularly true in cantons
such as Zurich where a third of the population are foreigners, another third Swiss from other
parts of Switzerland, and only a third are born locally. Surprisingly, some foreigners do marry
Swiss citizens, but they usually meet abroad.
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This is only because the Swiss are constantly
communicated to that expatriates subsidize
their pensions, health insuranceFF, infrastructure, and other club goods which is entirely
true.

THE FOREIGNERS ARE FINANCING US (CASH 28-01-1994)

Besides very considerable differences in mentality and other issues because of their aggregate experience locals are certain that an investment in an expatriate is not worth the effort as sooner or later he/she will follow the
clear majority before them and disappear never
to be heard or seen again.
Alone as a result of the high cost of living in Switzerland this is entirely true.
When their local languageGG skills flourish expatriates become aware of rarely published but very unsettling
reports. Visualize:
a)

an American university of Zurich professor is repeatedly refused naturalization after 39 years of
teaching & residence.

b) a Dutch woman, mother of two Swiss children, in Switzerland since age 9, is denied naturalization
on several occasions after 34 years of residence because she is “too annoying37,38”.
c)

there exist large numbers of SECUNDOSHH, second and third-generationII “Swiss-born foreign residents” and foster children who grow up stateless with Swiss families.

The 1.4 Million EU and EFTA nationals (2018) contribute over SFr. 5.5 Billion a year to
the medical insurance pot. Because of their average age they are far less likely to need treatment than the Swiss. A net transfer to the Swiss.
FF

Most of these people cannot speak either high German or competent English. In their vast
majority they are absolutely convinced that they do.
GG

Around 500,000 people living in Switzerland were born in that country to immigrant parents. Unlike the US and elsewhere Being born in Switzerland, which has a total population
of 8.2 million (2.2+ million of which are foreign residents) doesn’t result in citizenship.
HH

Secondos live a life of segregation, deprivation, bullying and are far more likely than Swiss
children to be denied educational advancement (≤ 11.2%), end up unemployed or unemployable, criminal, and in need of social assistance (an explicit reason for deportation since 2018).
Since changes to the immigration law entered into force on February 15th, 2018. In 2019
there were over 25,000 third generation foreign nationals aged 9 to 25 that are in theory
eligible for a Swiss passport.
II

In practice the Swiss authorities introduced a near impossible conditionality/"stumbling block" for most candidates.
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d) tenured University Professors39,40 from nearby Germany, are summarily dismissed, one while undergoing a cancer-related amputation41.
e)

An established French children’s book author sets herself on fire42 outside the Novartis Headquarters protesting family-wide employment exclusion43.

f)

there are quite frequent reports of unprovoked attacks on expatriates, their families, their vehicles,
their belongings.

g)

etc.

One hears rumors of:
1.

compulsory eugenic sterilizations44,45;

2.

the incarceration and forced labor46 of Swiss orphans. The Swiss government forced poor families
to give up their children to random people.
Over 100,000 were abused, used as slaves47 (to
work on farms for example) or abandoned in corrective houses or jail48. Up until 1981!];

3.

chaotic Para judicial application of forensic psychiatryJJ,49;

4.

imprisonments on remand (Untersuchungshaft, Ja detention
proνisaire), whereby anyone can be imprisoned on suspicion of committing a crime and kept there for months without charge or trial.
Despite the exemplary behavior of the Swiss and most foreign residents in Switzerland, it was discovered in the '90s that the federal
police had compiled over 900,000 secret files on its Swiss and foreign residents, who were apparently perceived as a threat to national security.

5.

etc.

They have the task of proving that one of their parents had attended compulsory school for
five years in Switzerland, a requirement of the new law.
This is complicated by the fact that most migrants at the time arrived in Switzerland as seasonal workers and only, if at all, attended compulsory school for a few years before starting
vocational training.
In 2014, over 60,000 legal residents found themselves locked up in psychiatric institutions
(Preventive Incarceration = FFE) outside the judicial system. Of those over 15,000 without
a court order and the presence of a competent psychiatrist at the time of their commitment
(SFR DRS Rundschau 01.04.2015).
JJ
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One also notices that the few negative publications that do occasionally surface often disappear quite
quickly50,KK which leads to the conclusion that there exists an active press control oversight (APF500 +).
Non “contributing” reader’s letters and comments are either not published or subsequently down-placed and
suppressed.
Should expatriates have offspring, unless they can afford for them to go private, - a very expensive and rare perk
- these have extraordinarily hard times at school, are often subjected to bullying and, in their vast majority are
unceremoniously edged out of the Swiss higher education track systemLL,51.
They are pushed into low prospect professional and vocational “qualificationsMM”. Swiss adolescents are 15 - 16
years old when they leave school. They are forced to plan a career path at least two years before that. The final
decision comes at age 14. Around 20% of Swiss students land - after very strict examinations – in a baccalaureate
track (called gymnasium in German, or gymnase in French) which opens the door to university study 52.
At least two-thirds will be pushed “opt” for an apprenticeship in one of more than 250 professions, under Switzerland’s “dual-track” system, which sees them combine vocational school with on-the-job, token paid, training. The early
morning 05.00 - 06.00 am trains are full of such near zerocost labor/ “vocational students”.
Some two-thirds of apprentices in Switzerland, many of
whom are minors, have experienced sexual harassment –
one-third of whom say that it occurred in the workplace.
This is according to a study53 on the life of apprentices published by the trade union organization Unia Youth on
12/08/2019. The organization surveyed 800 apprentices – some 28% of whom were in their first year of apprenticeship. Women made up 61% of the survey respondents.
The survey also found high levels of stress among apprentices, with some 70% indicating that they felt stressed
and nearly half felt overwhelmed on occasion.
Almost two-thirds (63%) of all respondents had to work overtime from time to time during their apprenticeship
and almost a third (31%) have already been bullied at the workplace.

KK APF-500 = Armee - Presse - Funk 500 is a

traditional swiss militia organization composed
of militia officers, jurists, and journalists under the Direction/Command of Prof. Dr. - General
Command Headquarters Colonel - Heinrich Koller – long-time Director of the Swiss Federal
Department of Justice and Police (ca 2004).
The offspring of tertiary educated Swiss parents have 5 times the likelihood (50 %) to make
it to a Swiss University or higher education Institute than the children of Swiss blue-collar
homes (≈ 12%).
LL

viz. federal certificate of higher vocational education (trade School) as bank clerk, coiffeuse, assistant apothecary, painter, carpenter, butcher, plumber, etc.
MM
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After half a dozen years of residence most Expatriates realize
that they have been lured into a long-established54, very
well organized and controlled, assets transfer and career
trap55,56 where even major flag-companies such as fully
owned UBS and Credit Swiss subsidiaries openly thieve on
the pension contributions of legal expatriates and transfer
them to the pension funds of their indigenous employees.
Big businesses often centered around a systemic Swiss bank,
are unassailable.
Expatriates slowly “see”, that:
a)

from the point of view of the State,
they have always been charges of
Homeland Security designated “Arbeitskraft = Work Provider”.

b) the glossy pricy work & residence permit to be procured, renewed, and
diligently be carried in personNN at all timesOO is an ear-tag (AG-10439,
ZH-20439, etc.), not a golden ring. It gives the bearer no rights, it is a
control device.
If you are fortunate enough to find something stable elsewhere you
should think of the swiss residence permit as having the intrinsic value
of a piece of plasticized paper.
Because of the widespread and permeating aversion in the Swiss population to an ever-larger expatriate footprint, expatriates are under individual scrutiny for the duration of their stay and are “husbanded” to remain
competitive net contributors to:
a)
b)
c)
d)

their employer,
the residence commune,
the canton,
the State, and

Although it isn't mandatory, it's advisable to carry your Swiss residence permit, passport
or other official form of identification with you at all times. Any infringements concerning
residence permits or registration of foreigners are taken very seriously by the Swiss authorities. There are penalties for breaches of regulations, including fines and even deportation for
flagrant abuses.
NN

you can be stopped by special plain clothes police and asked for your passport or identity
card at any time.
OO
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e)

a multitude of semi-statePP, privateQQ, and collective interests.

If anyone attempts to starve himself to amass capital, he will be noticed and removed.
Expatriates fall easy prey to grey zone individuals that capitalize on their need and fears concerning the everupcoming renewal of the work & residence permitRR and extort, often unjustified, payments by threatening:
1.
2.
3.

an entrySS into the official unpaid debts Register (Betreibungsregister57),
to adversely influence the outcome of the application for renewal of the residence permit58,
etc.
In the last European Country to allow women to vote59 in 1971 female professionals from the backstreet retail employee to the tenured Swiss University professor will feel the widespread practice of Gender inequality60,61.
Switzerland landed in ILO hall of shame over sexist wage gaps in 2019 62.
Switzerland is at the bottom of the list when it comes to the wage gap between men and women in senior roles.

Further, according to Amnesty Switzerland (2019), sexual violence is much more widespread in Switzerland
than previously thought, affecting at least one in five women TT.

One of the first bills that greets you is Serafe (the Radio & Television tax at 1 SFr/Day).
Its processor (2018) the BILAG AG collected well over 1,5 Billion SFr. per year, status 2018.
PP

Viz. auto insurance costs expatriates 22 % to 95 % moreQQ than similarly competent Swiss
drivers. Any foreign no claims bonus will most likely not be recognised.
QQ

The Swiss State makes many trivial offences, such as hanging bedding from your windows
at the wrong time or washing your car on a Sunday unlawful. All fines (sometimes referred
to as administrative measures - the Swiss have many euphemisms for unpleasant things like
taxes and fines) from around SFr. 50 are entered in a canton register. Single fines over SFr.
200 are entered in a central criminal register (Strafregister, casier judiciaire) and too many entries therein Κ may prejudice your residence permit.
RR

Under Swiss law a contract exists as soon as you undertake a job for which you expect to
be paid. Switzerland is the only country in Europe where it is possible to sue someone without
a legal title (i.e. without written proof of a transaction),” Roland Isler, (2019-01-14, 2019
Swissinfo.ch) spokesman for the Swiss Conference of Debt Collection and Bankruptcy Officers.
SS

Extract from the debt collection register. This document provides details on debts owed
by individuals. You are unlikely to have access to it as a foreigner living in Switzerland. However, it is an explicit reason to lose your residence permit.
A study carried out by the GFS. Bern institute for Amnesty, which was published on
20/05/2019, revealed that 22% of women over 16 had been subject to non-consensual sexual
acts and 12% had had sex against their will. In 2018, 1,291 sexual offences, which include
TT
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Overqualified. Migrants of both genders, but especially women, are more likely to be affected by overqualification in Switzerland than locals, according to the EMK report63 of June 2019. Often, they cannot find a job that
matches their qualifications and end up working at a less skilled level.
Although migrant women are better educated than Swiss women and about as well-educated as migrant men,
they have to overcome higher hurdles when looking for a job. For example, they face discrimination not only
because of their origin and religion but also because of their gender. Nursing – in hospitals and long-term care
– offers migrant women a chance to enter the labor market. Often, they have other qualifications but can’t find
work in their profession.
“Overqualified” in job application replies is often a synonym for “too old” etc.

Above all else: EXPATRIATES ARE EXPECTED NOT TO OVERSTAY THEIR WELCOME.

Each Swiss canton, however smallUU, with a population typical of a small US town, viz.
AI (Appenzell lnnerrhoden) 16,105 inhabitants has its own constitution64, budget, government, parliament, police force, judiciary, and, save a few matters apt to Federal jurisdictionVV, pretends to be a sovereign State like California, Arizona, Texas.
For some perverse reason, the Swiss compare Switzerland to the USA. For psychological
reasons, placebo to invited foreign expatriates, they run a caricature version of the US Green Card.
Within imaginary borders demarcated by the odd road sign the individual cantons are responsible for welfare,
Medicare, education, law enforcement, taxation, public procurement, and set their own tax rates. This generates a large number of redundant hierarchy structures and no end of politically influenced swiss only lucrative
posts/sinecures that expatriates are expected to finance.
When conflict arises expatriates discover that the Swiss Justice is a means
to an end, It does not even pretend to be independent65, fair, or impartial66,67.
The maintenance of this dependent politically controlled Judiciary, in Switzerland a pillar of sovereignty and democracy, is the true reason for the
rejection of the Framework Agreement with the EU68,69,70,71.
The Swiss practice of employment discrimination in the interest of maintaining the invited Migration Profit Centre through the Foreign Expatriate/Skilled Worker Rotation Policy is incompatible with the EU legal framework
known as Acquis Communautaire72.

sexual coercion and rape, were recorded by the police. Sexual assaults are underreported
and go largely unpunished.
UU Viz:

Population estimates 31/12/2017: AI 16,105 inhabitants; UR 36,300 inhabitants; OW
37,575 inhabitants; NW 42,999 inhabitants, etc.
VV

Viz. Defence.
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In contrast to all democracies, Switzerland has no Constitutional Court73 to which
a resident (Swiss or expatriate) can appeal injustice, unfair court practice, maltreatment, professional exclusion74,75, etc. The Swiss Parliament is the highest institutional arbiter and it rules alone over its own decisions.

Switzerland is the only developed country which has discarded a separation between politics and
justice. Judges76 and public prosecutors are chosen and (re)elected - or not77 under purely political
criteria.
Much like the members of the city, cantonal, and national parliaments, the part-time judges are concurrently
active independent functions (employees) and automatically interest representatives of their commercial or institutional “bread providers”. They must behave “politically conform78” so as not to be disposed of.
As a direct result, the members of the local and national ruling castes enjoy a big “goodwill bonus” against those
who are not connected to a major political party or other influential networks.
Literary speaking:
“The local People have the last word” and the majority decides, on a case by case basis,
what is now “right = expedient” and what is “wrong = disadvantageous”, what is now
“ethical” and acceptable or not. If all else fails and it often does you have to collect several
thousand (up to 100,000) sponsor signatures from Swiss nationals to put your case to a
Swiss referendum.
National votes/referendums can be held up to four times a year.
Currently, all dates have been fixed from 2019 to 2034. National, Cantonal, and Community votes/referenda are held simultaneously.
One is confronted with “a mob justiceWW“ where you can forget your sense of ethics, the
rule of Law, causality, and anything you have experienced, read or heard about US, European Member State, or
European Union Law (Acquis Communautaire).
In this environment, an expatriate has no legal rights and can be coerced and intimidated with no recourse to
a competent, let alone an independent, tribunal.
Few Swiss nationals dare sue their employers. This is because legal action seldom works. Even if, in the very
unlikely case, you should be allowed to “win” in “court” your employer will find lots of other unrelated reasons
not to reinstate you. A Geneva law professor reported(18/2/2018) on Swiss public television79 how very difficult
it is to prove an employer’s guilt in Switzerland.
Switzerland got blacklisted by the ILO (International Labor Organization), interestingly enough based in Geneva, in 2019.

“Der helvetische Filz. Eine geschlossene Gesellschaft”. (German) Hardcover – October 1, 2002 by Walter Wittmann; Publisher: Huber, Frauenfeld (October 1, 2002) Language:
German ISBN-10: 371931278X; ISBN-13: 978-3719312787.
WW
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Switzerland was accused of failing to comply with international obligations, such as the ILO convention on
protection against dismissal for union activity, which Switzerland ratified in 1999.
While dismissal is formally against Swiss law if it is the result of legitimate trade union activity, the maximum
compensation for wrongful termination is only six months’ wages. This is insufficient for the ILO, which had
already complained in 2004 that this was not enough of a deterrent for employers and the law effectively silenced unionized workers. The ILO report, on which the list is based, gives the example of a hospital in Neuchâtel
which fired employees after a labor dispute.
The ILO stresses that compensation for wrongful termination should meet certain conditions and should be appropriate to the size of the company. A large company would have to pay more than a small or medium-sized
business.
If you become known as a “querulant” (someone insisting on his “rights” of fair play, etc.) you will be flagged
accordingly in the Homeland security register and no one will be allowed to hire you ever again.
Should a conflict escalate the expatriate will discover that any prudently acquired and for years diligently paid
legal Insurance will unceremoniously abandon him on the very next contract renewal date.
The expatriate will end up going up and down “administrative and court-like instances” with attorney
fees at SFr. 200+ per hour and, at best, well-known
and well-connected solicitors80, employed, recommended, and even paid for by his embassy.
He will find them suspiciously yielding, extremely ineffective, and bound to, or active officers in, the
part-time Swiss military justice system.
They serve the national interest81 and charge horrendous fees to escort, chaperon, control, and make
certain you behave.
Should the situation escalate they will mumble
something indistinct in the local idiom, jump in their company’s high-end Mercedes, and unceremoniously abandon you halfway through the court.
To be fair, Swiss solicitors have been known to have their patents removed in court for trying too hard on their
client’s behalf. Certain Swiss journalists also got to be blacklisted and as there is hardly a couple of quasi-independent media companies they had to change profession or leave Switzerland.
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If coerced into a legal disputeXX the expatriate will decimate his life’s savings on representation in a Para judicial
farce, designed against him that he dare not trust82.
The retroactive introduction and application of objective-appropriate “laws” - an international no go - is a valid
option.
The expatriate will also discover that the Swiss part-time “judges” entertain representatively cast iron concepts
pertaining to his residence and employment rights83 and very conveniently fixed notions concerning their
“Heimat = ancestral Land” versus the expatriate’s “Focal Point of existenceYY,ZZ“ which after several decades of
legal residence and very significant contributions to the Swiss economy lays invariably OUTSIDE Switzerland.
Should a particular case appear “winnable” very
substantial resources, time, and influence will be deployed to prevent an undesired precedent and the
expatriate will end up parading several times before
the same part-time, politically (s)elected, and party
bound “Administrator Judges” until he either can, or
is no more84,85.
In very rare cases, should an expatriate refuse to heed
the message to leave, persists, and becomes a nuisanceAAA; unless he is extremely well-anchored outside Switzerland, he will experience the administrative elimination of his personality and the capacity to represent himself in ways he has never dreamt possible86,87 .
Under the motto: “He who cannot make a living cannot fight back”, any adverse decision will be
diligently entered into international databases (viz. Schengen ETIAS88, Interpol, etc89) eliminating
his chances of securing residence and gainful employment elsewhere.
It is not possible to file a class action suit in Switzerland.

XX

I.e. to avoid being sentenced in absentia for conjured up delicts you did not do.

Focal Point of Existence = an often-heard term coined by Swiss justice apparatchiks
to surmise that you do not belong to Switzerland and you would be much happier and suited
elsewhere.
YY

Example: A foreign national married in CH is at 34 after 29 years of residence deported to
his “home country”. His parents took him to Switzerland when he was 3 years old and he has
neither language ability nor relatives at “home”. In addition to his prohibition to reenter Switzerland, he was entered into the Schengen database and he cannot legally enter any
EU/EFTA State for at least 10 years, (10 vor10, on 11/03/2015).
ZZ

The vast majority of Swiss nationals submit meekly to all rules and regulations, and bureaucrats are flabbergasted when faced with an assertive foreigner.
AAA
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Comforting and appealing, as that may be, for one’s value system the expatriate should not entertain the notion that right is right and that he
may yet prevail in inter Government Organisations such as the Council
of Europe, the European Court of Human Rights (ECHRBBB), the European
Parliament, the European Commission, etc.
These Government Organisations are based on Member State contributions, pro-rata influence, and “jobs and perks for the boys” not procedural justice.
If a sufficient number of US nationals can be found, a class action Lawsuit
for the systematic pension fund misappropriation (401k raids) of US nationals in a US Federal Court seems
promising.
Less than one 100 of the circa 7,000 applications filled to date (1/2019) versus Switzerland with the ECHR have
been successful in forcing a retrial and that in Switzerland.
The ECHR can only find on the judicial procedure and award limited litigation costs, not sufficient damages.

Over 80.4% of the resident foreigners are of European origin.

Should an expatriate be a national of an EU or EFTA Member State
(1.4 million in 2018 footing a bill of well in excess of 5.5 Billion
SFr/year in basic health insurance alone) he may believe that he
is covered and protected by the intensely flagged (advertised) Bilateral Agreements on the Free Movement of Labour between the
EU90,91 and Switzerland.

Around 1.4 million EU citizens live in
Switzerland - foreigners make up a
quarter of the population of 8.5 million - and there are around 312,000
daily commuters.

More than 450,000 Swiss live in the
EU.

Two-thirds of Swiss foreign trade is
with the EU.

(Status 1/12/2018).

themselves to be.

2

This assumption is woefully wrong92 and not only erroneous but
extremely dangerous.
The Swiss government has had the
monetary and intelligence means to acquire a far deeper
knowledge of the
European Experiment from its onset
than the vast majority of EU Member
State nationals.
It has profiled in great detail its main actors, knows and deals with
themCCC as the weak transient powerbroking frontmen they really are; not as the iron clad institutional exponents, they project

BBBPrerequisite

of filling a complaint with the ECHR is a final ruling of the Swiss Federal
Court which may take several years of litigation within Switzerland and several hundred
thousand SFr. in legal fees.
CCCThe

odd billion into the EU Cohesion Fund does not affect as much goodwill as a minute
fraction of this sum in a perpetual Lichtenstein endowment to any private or family pocket.
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The European single market boosts the income of European citizens, and Switzerland – not a member of the
European Union but bound to it through bilateral agreements – reaps the most benefitsDDD.
The Swiss Government plays cat and mouse with the EU since 197293. They introduce ever more time consuming
and intricate salami tactics, manipulating and managing the relevant EU exponents for years on end, or as long
as they are in Office.
Some are known to have come into the possession of Swiss
property and assets.
The convoluted multilingual library of bilateral agreements
between the EU, its Member States and Switzerland is so unwieldy94,95 that few, if any, save find a plausible justification
for any mutually agreed and desired eventuality, can make
ends out of it.
Beware of the reference letters from past Swiss employers. They often decode into the local HR (Human Resources) jargon into something entirely different from what you read. Employ a local Human Resources professional to interpret them for you before you accept them and include them in subsequent applications, as you
must.
To keep expatriate expectations down Swiss
employers, observe “Gentlemen’s Agreements” not to compete over each other’s expatriates. Beware of workers Unions based in
Switzerland and any “independent” worker organization96 based therein.
Swiss employers invariably demand blind oneway loyalty. If you apply to a “competitor”
they will most likely inform your current employer of your leaving intentions and there will
be consequences.
Switzerland is a very small economy where everyone that matters knows and has access to everyone else.
in most branches there exist a couple of commanded (centrally created) interconnected “Competitors”. Once you
receive half a dozen negative replies the only thing you can and should do is leave, ASAP.

Belonging to the world's largest economic zone increases the per capita income of its
members by an average of about €840 euros (CHF958) annually, according to the study published on Wednesday 8/05/2019) by the Bertelsmann www.bfna.org . For the Swiss, the
amount is €2,914.
DDD

Switzerland is followed by Luxembourg (€2,834) and Ireland (€1,894). Belgians, Austrians
and the Dutch are also among the main beneficiaries of the internal market. Founding members France (€1,074) and Germany (€1,046) are not even in the top 10. Income gains are lower
in less competitive countries, such as Spain, Portugal and Greece, where the annual average
salary boost ranges between €400 and €600 per person.
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It is most likely that your last employer has already tried to cash in on any remaining “expatriate value” and sell
- place you - for a fee before actually firing you. If you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

are not fortunate to poses a strong passport that enables you to move elsewhere;
are older than a certain age (i.e. much less employable);
must have a Swiss passport and this was a reason to move and invest in Switzerland97;
are trapped in a profession or specialty unavailable in your country;
exercise a profession that requires certifiable employment continuityEEE and/or actuality;
wish to build up an asset’s basis through real estate;
wish to advance in a corporate environment,
etc.,
then: SWITZERLAND HAS ALWAYS BEEN THE WRONG CHOICE!

If you feel the uncontrollable urge to finance other people’s “federal”, cantonal, local administration:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

subsidiesFFF,
sinecures,
perks,
pensions,
hospitals, medical and pharma R&D,
locals only old-age care facilities98,
schools, and
infrastructure

that you and your family will never be able to use and fund an avalanche
of absurd subsidies, soft jobs, and amenitiesGGG for others,
then: SWITZERLAND HAS ALWAYS BEEN THE CHOICE FOR YOU!
Experience shows that an expatriate can stay long-term if he marriesHHH the “rightIII” Swiss partner or commands
substantial capital and income overseas and is willing to decimate them in Switzerland. Even Greek shipowners

E.g. for maintaining Chartered Engineer, Accountant, Statistician, etc. Status or certifiable actuality in AI and programming.
EEE

Viz. Swiss farmers receive a large part of their income from “federal” subsidies, there are
often regular battles over milk prices and production quotas. Every resident of Switzerland
pays ≥ SFr. 500 a year to subsidize Swiss farmers.
FFF

Viz. heavily subsidized, deficit ridden, fancy regional transport totally unrelated to year
round demand, public baths in remote places, a multitude of underutilized but fully staffed
cantonal hospitals, tunnels for wild animals under main streets and all kinds of Swiss only
well-endowed committees, etc.;
GGG

HHH
III

In their majority such marriages do not seem to survive the upbringing of children.

One with assets, family connections, income, etc.
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that historically own substantial properties in Lake Geneva choose to be absent most of the year delegating the
physical residence obligation to the odd chauffeur or maid.
Should you marry the wrong Swiss partner, and this does not end in divorce99 you will take him/her “home”
when you depart.
So long as you remain solvent and behave yourself as a bona
fide foreigner you will feel, paying-tourist-like, welcome.
Employment with International Government Organisations
affords some leewayJJJ, protection, and predictability but
does not insulate from most experiences outlined herein, nor
should things turn sour can you expect substantial assistance100. Institutional employers must also obtain and renew
staff residence permitsKKK. They invariably enjoy heavily subsidized HQ accommodation, perks, and free utilities and are
expected to be understanding and accommodating to the ways and wishes of the Host Land.
Multinational companies are based/headquartered in Switzerland for strictly financial reasons often take advantage of the free for all attitude in employee treatment and will put up no fight over individuals.
The upper House, Federal, and Cantonal Councils are traditionally saturated with Brigade Generals and high
Militia officersLLL and this is a very good indicator as to who, and how, really run that country.

Customs, immigration and housing regulations for employees of international organizations differ considerably from those of 'normal' permit holders (if the UN had to put up
with the usual Swiss red tape, they would have gone elsewhere!).
JJJ

In August 2008, there were 27,637 international functionaries and their families registered in
Switzerland.
Normal foreign employees are required to live in the Canton of their residence permit. Employees of international organizations aren't subject to the same regulations and there are
generally no restrictions on where they may live in Switzerland.
Foreigners working for an international Organisation in Switzerland are issued with an
identity card (Identitätskarte, carte de Legitimation) and not a residence permit and aren't
subject to quotas or the same regulations as foreign nationals making up the SPFWC.
KKK

On the “downside” these are not renewable, and their holder must depart Switzerland as soon
as he stops working for the given international Organisation
LLL

Jahrbuch der eidgenössischen Behörden, Verwaltungen und Bundesbetriebe.
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Official pledges101 on matters of national importance102 made by the highest administrative authority103 fall under the term “Kommunikation” and
are made to appease and delay. They are worthless,
non-binding, or followed with any action104 explicitly
promised therein.

Swiss authorities will never say “No”. They will, at one level or the other, fill you with vague half promises and
maybes and play you for time. The longer you remain quiet, vainly waiting for a half-promised action, the more
you dissipate your own resources and assume the desirable role of an off-season tourist in the largest hotel in
Europe.
Even if you should be able to mobilize the official representation of your Nation unless they are interest-free,
determined, and in the G7, they105will be: played for time, offered unrelated interstate barterMMM, or be outright
ignored106.
When an expatriate has a “mark” in his police register that he is no longer welcome and his time to leave has
come even long-established renowned Zurich Bahnhofstrasse outplacement consultanciesNNN will not secure
him a single bona fide job interview.
For the little they really offerOOO, they will charge you fees equivalent to a full MBA cost in the UK.
Should it be on offer choose severance pay, not out-placement?
Bear in mind that Switzerland has a long reputation of summarily dumping nonperforming or sick Swiss nationals
elsewhere107.
Returning to the expatriate’s “Focal Point of Existence” after decades of absence means that his familiar environment will no longer be around to assist him, and he will have to start from scratch in every expression of life:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secure employment,
Compensate the years spent in Switzerland in cumulative pension contributions,
Secure health insurance,
Business and Social networking,
family building,
etc.,

Many of the above will no longer be possible at 40+.

The general secretary of the Greek embassy in Bern disclosed that the Swiss foreign Ministry asked the Greek ambassador to choose what whether the multibillion
Onassis foundation or the case history of the author were to be considered of Greek
national importance for interstate barter.
MMM

NNN

Such as www.vfu.ch – one of the oldest and “best”.

Viz. Personality tests, a professional sympathetic ear, a backstreet office desk, and an
occasional shoulder to cry on.
OOO
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If an expatriate cannot take comfort in the fact that he has decimated his capital, the value of his education,
prior training and achievements, and has wasted his most productive years subsidising the lives of others at
the cost of his own and his family’s; then, on top of other adversities, he is in for a very tough ride with the
most difficult, unforgiving, and pervasive adversary, himself.

Leaving Switzerland under coercion is far more taxing than entering it.

Notes of caution:
Do not hope to prevailPPP in the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg, and the likes.
The ECHR was created in the cold war for then political reasons that have very little to do with procedural justice.
Switzerland together with France has financed the roof over the ECHR “judges’” heads. On top of this, the SWISS
POST will lose108 registered & insured Applications to International Courts109 & Tribunals.
There is no possibility to submit an employment exclusion/discrimination case to the European Court of Human Rights. The first requirement for it would be that in the European Human
Rights Convention110 there should be an article on which you can appeal your professional situation. There isn’t. Despite beliefs, hopes, and wishful expectations the EHRCQQQ contains no
Social rights such as the right to non-discrimination.
A further requirement would be, that there should exist a final national court decision in a normal legal process
which may not be older than six months. This may not be at all possible in Switzerland or the chance of getting
that is less that of hell freezing over.
Switzerland has also not signed or ratified the European Social Charter.
Even if Switzerland would be a member of this multilateral treaty there would exist no possibility to bring a
violation of one of its articles through an Individual complaint before any national or international instance as
the European Social Charta contains no mechanisms to enforce compliance.
Despite the well-flagged bilateral agreements with the EU, the European Court of Justice is not accessible to EU Member State Nationals or the Member States themselves vs Switzerland.
Because of the above, you will have to accept the fact, that:
THERE ARE NO LEGAL PROCESSES AVAILABLE WITH WHICH YOU CAN DEFEND YOURSELF AGAINST EMPLOYMENT111 OR OTHER DISCRIMINATION.
Just as little you will be able to achieve in the political avenue whether this
is in Inland or overseas. Long-time experience of several Swiss Human

Prerequisite to filling a complaint is a final ruling of the Swiss Federal Court which may
take several years of litigation in Switzerland and cost several hundred thousand SFr. in legal
fees. Of the ca 7,000 applications filled to date versus Switzerland less than a 100 were successful in forcing a retrial, in Switzerland.
PPP

QQQ

European Human Rights Convention.
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Rights solicitors with many cases as well as the author shows that all these efforts are useless even when one
should succeed in interesting individual or several media to his case.

Under no circumstances focus on a physical person.
Nothing of what has happened to you or any family has been personal.

To a commercial farmer cattle, sheep, and hens are not individuals with rights, they are Factors of Production
that are simply needed to produce milk, meat, leather, eggs, etc.
If the farmer is not to be ruined the Factors of Production must be optimized in a very inhumane manner.
No one will pay to eat a 20-year-old cow and despite his need for an income no one really needs a 60-year-old
programmer, schooled forty years ago, in long-obsolete skills, computers, and computing languages.

In Switzerland, expatriates have always been treated as Work Providers112 to be herded and optimizedRRR.
There have long been two kinds of resident statistics.

THE SWISS

THE EXPATRIATES

In the UK a British born engineer may reasonably expect to work from 22 to 65+. The same person may not hope
for half this time of active employment in Switzerland.

It makes no economic sense to hire an old age one to one care person if he can remain in
Switzerland to be taken care of as he ages.
RRR
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He is, after all, at his optimum from ca. 28 with a BSc. /MSc. and half a dozen years of experience till his early
forties or earlier should he have a family and school-age children that make demands on the Host country’s
educational system, is prone to sickness, etc.
Naturally predisposed as an expatriate may be to focus on a tangible adversary he should never assign fault to
any representative of his employers, the Swiss State (charmingly referred to as the Host Land), or any other
Swiss “John Doe”.
In Switzerland, it is possible to be sued on the pretense of giving the “impression” of a real or conveniently
imaginary threat to another person (thought policing).
What has happened to you and yours is impersonal;
in the interest of pure economics and optimizing
other people’s profit margins and bottom lines by
equalizing you to a production animal.
In Switzerland, it is possible for a company to deduct
foreign fines113 (for say, money laundering, assisting
tax evasion, bribing, etc.) from its Swiss taxes. The
Swiss State is, therefore, an explicit accomplish.
As a result, many feel protected and cocky enough to
boldly go where no one else does and cut “corners”
with clients, suppliers, national and international
control instances114,115.
Suspected cases of embezzlement, tax fraud, money
laundering, and sexual harassment have been reported in 35% of companies in Switzerland, according to an international whistleblowing study published on
15/05/2019116. The true company size weighted percentage may well be much higher.
Some violate FCPA117, COCOM118, ITAR119, JCPOA120, and other regulations121, encourage or enable corruptionSSS
or abuse other people’ patents. Swiss employers demand one-way loyalty.

E.g. By April 2018, Switzerland’s top prosecutor had opened more than 100 criminal
proceedings tied to the Car Wash scandal in South America after some Swiss banks were
used to funnel bribes from industrial conglomerate Odebrecht SA to officials at Brazil’s
state-run oil producer Petrobras.
SSS
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If you are having any residual doubts as to who and what you are really facing remember:
“The Swiss were the principal bankers and financial brokers TTT of the Nazis, handling
vast sums of gold and hard currency… Neutrality collided with morality; too often being
neutral provided a pretext for avoiding moral considerations.” – Stuart Eizenstat, US
attorney and diplomat who served as US Undersecretary of Commerce for International
Trade.
In case of FCPA (Foreign Corruption Practices Act) abuse, the US Department of Justice will, under the right
conditions, make your civil duty very much worth your while even if you do not hold a US passport or a Green
Card.
Other countries like France and Germany are quickly catching upUUU.

World War II – Swiss neutrality and Nazi gold. It is a dark chapter of history for which
Switzerland has not been judged kindly. Switzerland benefited from its neutrality during
World War II by purchasing vast amounts of gold from Allied and Axis powers. It exchanged
the precious metal for Swiss francs, the only free convertible currency at the time outside the
American dollar.
TTT

This trade benefitted Germany in particular, effectively turning Switzerland into an enabler
of the German war effort. The Swiss acquired 79% of all German gold delivered to foreign
countries, with 90% of that ending up in the Swiss National Bank and the remainder in commercial banks.
It is believed that Swiss banks bought CHF1.7 billion ($1.7 billion) worth of Nazi gold, including gold that Germany plundered from the reserves of conquered countries, notably Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands and Norway.
Some of this gold was confiscated from private persons or removed from victims of concentration camps. After the war, the burning question was how much Switzerland knew about
the gold and when. The Alpine nation agreed to pay reparations worth CHF250 million and
also promised to identify dormant accounts which were heirless.
A Paris court on Wednesday 20/02/2019) found UBS guilty of systematically helping
French citizens avoid paying taxes. It imposed a €3.7 billion fine plus €800,000 in compensation costs.
UUU

The UBS tried to be whitewashed and its basing its appeal on the fact that the French
court’s decision applies French law in Switzerland, which it believes undermines the sovereignty of Swiss law and poses significant questions of territoriality.
The Swiss believe it is OK to steal tax income overseas if you do it based in Switzerland where, unless you steal from the Swiss fiscus, it must be legal.
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If you are privy to pertinent information you should, with extreme cautionVVV, return the “favor” where it hurts
- the bottom lineWWW.
Doing so may not turn back the clock, reinstate your youth, the actuality of your skills, or enhance your employability elsewhere but unless you:
a)

are a natural “turn the other chick kind of person”,

b) have enjoyed being lied to, intimidated, blackmailed by swiss hilly
billies and having no say in matters that concern you and yours for
the duration of your stay,
c)

are in perpetual self-deceit/denial of the Swiss expatriate migration reality because of its unbearable implication w.r.t to your person – many a former expatriate chose to be -,
you WILL be better able to live with yourself in the years to come.

Since the US lead erosion of the Bank Secrecy regulations, Switzerland’s financial sector is losing importance
as a share of Gross Domestic Product (GDP).

Swiss laws regarding industrial secrets and employer confidentiality are very strict.
If you breach confidentiality while still in Switzerland it may not, simply be a matter of dismissal and subsequently having to leave. You will find yourself subject to criminal proceedings, resulting in very heavy fines and imprisonment sentences longer than those for premeditated murder.
VVV

Keep our secrets secret is the byword of all Swiss companies - not just Swiss banks.
Do not approach Swiss instances and pay no attention whatsoever to Swiss whistleblower protection overtures no matter where they come from.
WWW

If you do so you are turning yourself in. Switzerland’s House of Representatives has knocked
down a government proposal to strengthen protections for whistleblowers, drawing strong
criticism from civil society groups. On Monday June 3, 2019 , the house soundly rejected
with 144 to 27 a proposal which sought to provide clarity on how and to whom employees
can call foul on abuse or illegal actions by employers.
In an interview on Swiss public television SRF, (3/06/2019) the managing director of
Transparency International Switzerland Martin Hiltl strongly criticized. “The whole thing
is frustrating. In 15 years, there has been almost no movement on this proposal.” Hiltl argues that current laws in Switzerland are insufficient as there are currently no protections
of whistleblowers in laws. “A whistleblower risks his or her job, may not find new work and
may even be prosecuted,” Hiltl told SRF.
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In 2018, it represented 9.1% (SFr. 62.8 billion), down from 11.1% (SFr. 67 billion) ten years earlier. This
figure is based on a report published on 1/4/2019 by the State Secretariat for International Financial Matters (SIF), which also shows that the number of jobs in the financial sector fell from 211,939 to 204,265 in the
period under review. The proportion of finance sector employees in the total workforce fell from 5.9 to 5.2%
in the past ten years. Despite the above, the financial sector continues to be an important source of public
revenue. In 2016, the tax revenue paid by companies and employees amounted to SFr. 6.5 billion (7.5% of the
total), compared to SFr.5.8 billion in 2012.
Another important pillar of the Swiss economy – the pharma industry represented by Novartis AG is not fairing
much better. Novartis AG must face a U.S. government lawsuit accusing it of paying millions of dollars in
kickbacks to doctors, so they would prescribe its drugs after a federal judge ruled in a decision released on
1/4/2019 that the US government had offered evidence of a "company-wide kickback scheme." According to
the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the Swiss economy is likely to slow in 2019 122, with gross domestic
product growth expected to hit 1.1%, followed by a “moderate” recovery in 2020.
Poverty rose from 7.5% to 8.2% of the population
between 2016 and 2017, an increase of almost
10%. Around 670,000 people are affected by poverty in Switzerland, according to the Federal Statistical Office. The groups most affected were
those living alone or in single-parent households
with children under 18, those with no post-compulsory education and those living in households
where no-one works, the Swiss social statistics report 2019 revealed on 4/07/2019. In 2017, the
most recent year for which figures are available, the poverty line in Switzerland was on average CHF2,259
($2,292) per month for a single person and CHF3,990 per month for a household with two adults and two
children under the age of 14.
Switzerland stands to lose up to CHF10 billion ($10.2 billion) as a consequence of attempts by other countries to change how multinationals are
taxed. Viz Novartis only generated (2018) 2% of its revenue in Switzerland but paid
39% of its tax bill there XXX.

The pharmaceutical company Novartis was used as an example to illustrate the consequences. The company recently achieved global sales of just under CHF51 billion, of
which only 2% was generated in Switzerland. Conversely, Novartis paid a total of CHF
XXX
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Countries belonging to the G20 and OECD are (7/2019) pushing for changes in corporate taxation rules to capture a larger share of taxes of multinationals based in taxfriendly destinations like Switzerland.
They want companies to pay taxes where they generate their sales and not just where
they are located. They also want all firms to be subject to minimum taxation. Swiss
Finance Minister Ueli Maurer had hinted at shortfalls of between CHF 1-5 billion in the
Swiss treasury if these measures are implemented. However, the NZZ am Sonntag
21/07/2019 claims the country could lose up to SFr.

10 billion if the impact of tax

revenues of cantons and municipalities are taken into account.

None of the above bodes well for expatriates.

Blick 12/08/2019 https://www.blick.ch/news/politik/34000-iv-bezueger-weniger-41000-sozialhilfeempfaenger-mehr-die-iv-spart-auf-kosten-der-sozialhilfe-id15459815.html?

1.8 billion in income taxes, 39% of which were in Switzerland. If Novartis were hypothetically taxed entirely according to where the sales were generated, Switzerland would only
net CHF36 million instead of the CHF700 million it gains now.
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THE SWISS STATE’S PERSPECTIVE

The SWISS POST
will lose
registered & insured

Applications to
International
Courts &
Tribunals.

FOREIGNERS FIRST IN/OUT OR THERE IS A CATASTROPHE!

THE SWISS

THE EXPATRIATES

From the Swiss State’s point of view, foreign nationals are vital to the functioning of the Swiss economy and
account for a significant portion of the GDP. More than 33% of all gainfully employed individuals, contributing
well over 35% of the national budget are expatriates. Over 75% of the 1,820,000 legal residents that comprised
the Swiss Permanent Foreign Workers Contingent (SPFWC) (Status 2014) originate from EU-28 & EEA123,124
Member States.
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A great number of State-run, sponsored, and semi-commercial instances are perpetually mining in a multitude of languages for quality expatriates/experts projecting and praising the projected “advantages of living in Switzerland”.

Welcome poster at the cantonal integration office in
Chur, eastern Switzerland

Visualize:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

www.eda.admin.ch/aboutswitzerland/en/home.html
www.swissinfo.ch;
www.aboutswitzerland.org
www.houseofswitzerland.org
www.sem.admin.ch/sem/en/home/themen/arbeit/links.html
www.s-ge.com/en/sbh
www.lenews.ch
www.ch.ch,
www.youtube.com/chchport,
www.blog.ch.ch,
https://twitter.com/ch_portal
www.eures.ch;
www.migraweb.ch
http://jobs.nzz.ch; www.jobup.ch;
www.jobscout24.ch
www.jobs.ch;
www.monster.com;
www.jobeo.ch;
www.jobwinner.ch;

etc.

There are several million abodes to be kept gainfully occupied and thanks to the very considerable income
streams generated by the captive foreign expatriates/workers in the SPFWC “Kommunikation & PR” funding
for conditioning is no object, at all.
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TWO VERY DIFFERENT GROUPS OF RESIDENTS125 POPULATE SWITZERLAND

THE SWISS

THE EXPATRIATES

They enjoy the statistical life of human beings in a first
world country. They are born, grow up without significant loses to disease and accident, live to a ripe old
age, and wither slowly away.

They constitute the SPFWC126 and have the statistical
life of productive animals in a fattening farm. Depending on education they appear in the SPFWC at
22 to 30+, remain stable until they are ca 38+, have a
mean life of 32-33 years and together with any offspring rapidly disappear shortly after reaching 38+.

Interestingly enough for a country that claims a very high quality of life
more than 10% (760,200) of the Swiss nationals choose to live permanently abroad, most in neighboring countries and in the United States.
The Swiss expatriate community accounts for 10.6% of the total number
of Swiss residents (official statistics published on 29-3-2017).
Despite the very well-endowed and masterly orchestrated projection of
security to the foreign individuals comprising the SPFWC, designed to
discourage asset hoarding and promote the free-spending of earnings
and investment in Switzerland, from the state’s point of view Permanent
has always been the statistical Contingent; none of the individuals populating it at any given time.
Switzerland together with Albania remains one of a couple of OECD
States that have never ratified a version of the European Social CharterYYY,127. Even if Switzerland were a member of this multilateral treaty
because the European Social Charter contains no enforcement mechanisms there would be no possibility of bringing a violation of its articles
before a national or international authority.
Already at the beginning of the 19th century128,129,130 Switzerland had large numbers of invited foreign workers.
As a direct result of the:
a.

resulting learning curve in foreign worker lifecycle management,

YYY

A Council of Europe Treaty that guarantees elementary social and economic rights - such as the right to nondiscrimination at work.
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

renowned Swiss diligence,
widespread secrecy obligations at all administrative levels,
iterative procedure creation, and firm adherence to,
constant updates incorporating hundreds of thousands of individual expatriates’ case-histories,
and the interconnective forums resulting from the Swiss militia,

the Swiss administration can deal effectively and summarily
with most individual expatriates and groups.
The relevant procedures have developed iteratively over many
years and have withstood the tests of inner political scrutiny and
Swiss courtroomsZZZ. In 2017, 37% of all residents aged 15 and over
– 2.6 million people - had foreign roots.
To most Mass Media Enterprises the Swiss State with its multitude
of proxies is a far more potent and permanent client than any expatriate or group can be.
In the near-certain clash towards the end of mostAAAA expatriates’ economic utility, anyone however well connected, at any income bracket and academic qualification, has absolutely no chance confronted with a well prepared, institutionalized, and cohesive State131, bent on protecting the monetary flows to its national BudgetBBBB
and club goods associated with the Swiss Permanent Foreign Workers Contingent (SPFWC).
States have gone to wars over much smaller and far less permanent income sources.
Those affected at any given time are actively “encouraged” to believe that:
•
•
•
•

they did something(s) wrong,
they had bad luck,
their “particular” employer was unrepresentative,
etc.

Under great duress and amongst far too many trees (probable causes) most expatriates lose sight of the
Institutional ForestCCCC and their subhuman status in Switzerland.

ZZZ

Judges are part-timers and it is not unheard of, that the Justice of the peace presiding over an employment
dispute works part time directly or indirectly for the employer involved.
AAAA

The few exceptions validate the rule.

BBBB

More than 25% of all gainfully employed individuals, contributing above 35% of the national budget, are expatriates.
CCCC

They look at their own case history and those of any acquaintance(s) and do not see the statistics covering
more than 100 years and well over two million individuals at any given time in the SPFWC.
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THE SWISS PERMANENT FOREIGN WORKERS CONTINGENT, 1900-2013, in 100,000 persons.

NET MIGRATION FLOWS OF THE SWISS PERMANENT FOREIGN WORKERS CONTINGENT.
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Whenever conflict ensues,
1.

the Swiss State will utilize the billions of SFr. contributionsDDDD of the Swiss Permanent Foreign Workers
Contingent (SPFWC)EEEE and mobilize/instrumentalize dependentFFFF potent allies, manipulate Media,
court time constants, as well as play at leisure with their Statutes of Limitations.

2.

If there is need the retroactive introduction of convenient “Laws” - a no-go in practically all democracies and international Organisations - being a convenient workable option.

3.

If coerced into a legal fightGGGG, expatriates can, at best, afford a couple of foolish, sold outHHHH, or very
daring friends and woefully inadequate resources.

4.

Under constant attack from all thinkable administrative and interconnected commercial levelsIIII,132,
naïve, ignorant, and bought up or coerced peer pressure and much more, the expatriate affected must
survive indefinitely, awaiting often delayed court and salami administrative decisions, without access
to income in the most expensive country in Europe. These people are, more often than not, run into
very significant debt that predetermines their chances of remaining even in the extremely unlikely
event that they are allowed to “win”.

CONTROL & OVERSIGHT OF THE BILATERAL AGREEMENTS [1] ON THE EU SIDE

Sixty-six percent of the individuals comprising the Swiss Permanent Foreign Workers Contingent (SPFWC) at the end of 2016 or 1,387,000 out of 2,101,100 were EU & EFTA member state
nationals.
Following the signing and ratification of the Bilateral Agreements [1] with the EU
in 1999 & 2002 respectively; even the major EU Member States that have dealt

DDDD

At circa 4000 SFr. /year for the basic adult health insurance package the 1.4 Million EU legal foreign nationals
contribute well over 6.6 Billion SFr. /year to the Swiss health insurance funds.
EEEE

The European Union part of the SPFWC (1,4 Million in 1019) alone pays over 5.5 Billion SFr. A year in the
compulsory health insurance pot.
FFFF

Preference being given to captive/dependent individuals of the same nationality as the “troublemaker” currently at hand.
GGGG

E.g. to avoid being found guilty for things you are not even aware of in absentia.

HHHH

The Zurich cantons police has been known to have recruited a psychically labile person originating from the
Balkans in receipt of a Swiss psychical Invalidity pension as informer ( Meli from Winterthur 10 or 10 17/4/2019)
as informer on his compatriots leading to a large number of arrests.
IIII

Your landlord may suddenly decide to evict you pretending to renovate, your utilities supply may be put in
question, long extinguished conflicts flare up etc.
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with large numbers of invited expatriates have delegated control of the well-being of their own nationalsJJJJ together with associated monetary interests to the EEAS (European External Action Service).
The EEAS has been known to field only two employees to the control of all seven dossiersKKKK encompassing the
BA Agreements [1]133 that represent a net worth of more than €500 Billion/yr.
Rather than actively enforce the Bilateral Agreements [1] as vouched [22/12/1999 by the then Commissioner
for External Affairs, DG1A, Lord Chris PattenLLLL,134,135], the EEAS relies on “reports” by “interested parties136”.
These are subsequently denied whistle-blower protectionMMMM and are left to fend for themselves faced with a
well-informed, collimated, determined, and unforgivingNNNN State; bent on protecting a significant portion of its
budget.

THE ONLY SIDE WITH TANGIBLE INTERESTS AND RESOURCES IS THE SWISS STATE.

Worse, the Bilateral Agreements [1] with Switzerland are the ultimate instance in all matters
addressed therein but do not provide for an independent tribunal that affected EU nationals
can access137. It is a dead-end EU seal of approval Wall in favor of the Swiss expatriate discrimination/migration practice. It all comes down to a forum, a so-called ad hoc “joint Committee”
for quid pro quo barter between Switzerland and the individual EU Member States.
Despite the well-flagged bilateral agreements with the EU, the European Court of Justice vs Switzerland is Still
not accessible to EU Member State Nationals.
Like in the Iran deal, the European Commission plays soft “facilitator/broker” and is not party to the Agreements. The major Member States that can maneuver themselves into the EU coordinating “function” to tap into
the info and influence flows, pretending to represent all Member States.
Individual Member States have much “higher” central government priorities138 to resolve with Switzerland on a “QUID PRO QUO” interstate barter than the fate and assets
of individual expatriates.

JJJJ

Viz. 303,500 German 127,000 French, 316,500 Italian, 41,900 Austrian, 268,700 Portuguese, 83,300
Spanish nationals, and 246,100 others from EU/EFTA MS (BFS status 31/12/2016).
KKKK

Bilateral I agreements (signed 1999, in effect 1 June 2002): 1) Free movement of people, 2) Air traffic, 3) Road
traffic, 4) Agriculture, 5) Technical trade barriers, 6) Public procurement, 7) Science.
LLLL

The last British governor of Hong Kong turned commissioner.

MMMM

NNNN

See: www.elvetia.org/eeas/index.aspx

There is a constant need of example making.
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Not only are EU nationals totally unprotected but
16+ years after the ratification of the Bilateral Agreements they still have no access to any instance139
bent on a formal judicial procedure, not interstate
barter and the EC has neither control nor Say on the
compliance to the Bilateral Agreements – [1] by
Switzerland.
As a result, the Bilateral Agreements [1] hinder rather than enable EU Member State national’s rights,
guaranteeing the immunity of the Swiss State.
On 12/09/2018 Commission president, J. C. Junker directly accusedOOOO Switzerland of taking him for a joyride
for more than 4 years, of being falsely profiled by the Swiss media and of being lied to eight times by ministers
representing the Swiss “Confederation”.
In order to maintain the pretense of power and appear much larger and important
than it isPPPP, the European Commission persistently downplays and ignores all relevant positions and recommendations by the European Parliament140 and alienates
those Member State nationals that approach this opaque intergovernmental Organisation for assistance reporting non-compliance by the Swiss government and other
irregularities.
Several EU officials, MEPs, and CommissionersQQQQ have “come” to own private
property and other assets in Switzerland and need access. They are captive to private
needs, threat scenarios, interests, and amenable to Swiss pressure, reward, and persuasion.

OOOO

False promises and personal attacks. EU Juncker enraged with Switzerland. The tone is getting much tougher:
The Swiss government has repeatedly made false promises to him, howled the EU Commission President JeanClaude Juncker (63) to the press. On top of that he is being falsely presented to the public. EU Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker (63) accuses the Swiss Confederation of breach of promise.
Since assuming office in 2014, he has spoken eight times with a Swiss Federal President that a Framework Agreement between Switzerland and the EU is unavoidable. "Several times I was promised a Framework Agreement, but
it never materialized," said Juncker visibly annoyed to the media in Brussels. And immediately afterwards Juncker
set on top of it: "I believe that the Swiss government together with the Swiss press has developed a profile of myself
that in no way to corresponds reality." This marks the end of diplomatic language.
During his state visit in November Juncker had demanded a conclusion on the Framework Agreement 1 until
spring. The Federal Council rejected the timetable. Following that the EU limited the recognition of the Swiss stock
exchange.
PPPP

While administering with far too many strings Viz. the cohesion Fund, etc. less than a quarter of the annual
budget of the US Department of Defence (US DoD) or half the Swiss GDP which the EC try to hide behind a six
year budget referred to as The multiannual financial framework.
QQQQ

viz. E. Commissioner V. Redding (2014).
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Much like proverbial Chicago “Families141” the Swiss State and its proxies collect favors, secrets, obligations, and
Potentates of all kinds. They invest heavily in “Kommunikation” = Public Relations and lobbyingRRRR, profile, promote, and manipulate institutional exponents, media, and celebrities to further the national Interest142 as perceived by the individual(s) in charge.
The Swiss air force may be operational on office hours and workdays only,
but the PR and Migration Control Machinery work 24/7 365 days a year.
Having learned from past economic downturnsSSSS and the ensuing intense
resistance to large-scale repatriations of Italian nationals the Swiss State
spreads the talent mining/intake of foreign expatriates to over 140 nationalities.

RRRR

SSSS

www.swissinfo.ch/eng/business/uncertain-framework_swiss-firms-increase-eu-lobbying-/44729744

Viz. The Oil crisis (1973).
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CONTROL & OVERSIGHT OF THE BILATERAL AGREEMENTS [1] ON THE SWISS SIDE
ON THE SWISS SIDE THE STATE IS SAFEGUARDING A VERY SIGNIFICANT PART OF ITS BUDGET.
On the free movement of Persons Dossier alone a couple of part-time European External Action Service (EEAS) employees are faced with an extremely well-funded army of Swiss uniformed and civilian officers.
On the Federal level, the officials managing the Swiss Permanent Foreign Workers Contingent are assigned to
Homeland Security and are housed in an access secure building, the “Federal Office of Migration143”, near Bern.
The Federal Office of Migration constitutes a major part of the Federal Justice and Police Department 144,145.
The 200+ Bern based federal migration officers are augmented by very significant interlinked organizations in all
26 Cantons146, cities147, and communities that administer control, documentation, and processing of resident
aliens. 30 Federal officers are reported148 to man round the clock the Swiss Schengen/Dublin interface (Sirene
Buero) in Bern.
There is a bewildering variety of
pricey and advancing employment &
residence permits that expatriates
are obliged to purchase, carry
around, and renew. (B, B-EC, L, L-EC,
C, G-EC, etc.)
One can easily visualize the number
and caliber of the migration officials necessary to detail the
whereabouts of ≥ 2,048,667 foreign individualsTTTT.
There are very close interlinks149 to other federal and cantonal departments.

The administrative instances involved in this herding exercise are with very good reason assigned to Homeland
security (Sicherheitsdirektion). They enjoy ample funding and generate and utilize extremely detailed lifecycle
employment150, fidelity and consumer behavior data and statistics151,152,153 of their charges in a detail not found
in the administration of the Panda population for the less than 2,000 animals in China.

TTTT

Status 31/12/2016.
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In order to prevent unforeseeable & uncontrollable interests coming
into play (viz: www.elvetia.org, this reportUUUU) the Swiss State and
several cantons publish multilingual national-interest-appropriate
migrant newspapers154,155, operate directly and indirectly all kinds
of web portals, organize controlled meetups for the ever-present
“newcomers156”, and commission radio and television programs and
press articles157 edited, produced, and controlled by the cantonal in158
ternal security directorates . It also finances several NGOs159 and keeps them in check by regulating their grant
money supply160 in case these ventures outside the “public interest”.
National and international Media are regularly flooded with sector/objective appropriate communications. The
Federal office of Migration is also financing “negative image campaigns” in African counties to stem unwanted
migration flaws. This is reinforced with well promulgated accelerated asylum procedures (28/02/2019)161 intended to intern, root out, and deport “unwanted” applicants asap.
In addition to the above PR pounding, there is a variety of “goodwill” publications originating from groups and
individuals, whose nationalities, sources of finance, and motives are often quite questionable. including HR agencies and language “schools” bent on a fast buck peddling their
wares and compliance services.
There is a never-ending need for possible explanations, however
ludicrous, as to why several tens of thousands long term expatriates throw the towel every year and decide to go because they
become e.g. “Homesick”.
The only side with access to the Migration profit pie is the official one.
Those in the know view the Swiss Permanent Foreign Workers Contingent (SPFWC) as a perpetual self-powering
institutional automaton (a kind of Windmill) that processes generation after generation of expatriates.
“Die Muehlen MahlenVVVV“ = The Swiss state redistribution System takes from the unfortunates in the SPFWC
and gives it to the locals.
Anyone attempting to draw attention to the institutional nature of the foreign resident’s husbandry or rectify this unfair praxis is immediately derogatorily compared to the proverbial
Miguel de Cervantes’s Don Quixote - vainly attacking institutions/windmills.
The unceasing foreign worker rotation (viz. 167,407 new entries and 90,088 departures in
2016) is the “raison d’être” for a large variety of lucrative servicesWWWW and other industries.
Alone on the effects of the Freedom of Movement element of the Bilateral Agreements [1] several major studies,
books, reports, and publications162 were financed and commissioned.

UUUU

www.elvetia.org

VVVV

This is so widely permeating that it must be systemic.

WWWW

https://prsuisse.ch/
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IMMIGRATION AND STATE REDISTRIBUTION OF RESOURCES.
AN ECONOMIC EFFECT-ANALYSIS FOR SWITZERLANDXXXX

FOREIGN HOUSEHOLD

EFFECT ON THE SWISS THROUGH THE STATE REDISTRIBUTION SYSTEM.

1.

Academic qualification/human/other
capital.

The higher the degree of qualification and human capital of the household head the higher the net transfer rateYYYY to the Swiss through the
State redistribution system.

2.

Length of stay in Switzerland.

There is no influence between the length of stay and the net transfer
rate for foreign nationals belonging in the Swiss Permanent Foreigner
Contingent. Medium lengths of stay are considered optimal.

3.

Age group.

The age of the foreign household head influences negatively the net transfer to the Swiss population. The older the foreign household head the
lower the profit for the Swiss. Ages less than 40 are considered optimal.

4.

The number of children.

The size of the foreign household influences negatively the net transfers
to the Swiss p opu lation. There exists a negative relationship between the
number of children and the net transfer-rate. Foreign Households with no
children are considered optimal.

5.

Income
potential.

Household income and net transfer rates are bound. The higher the net
income of the foreign household the stronger the Swiss profit through
the State Redistribution System.

The creation, as well as the bringing in of pre-existing families, is discouraged as this severely affects the net transfer rate from “individual expatriates” to the Swiss State and Club goods.
This praxis leads to very lonely existences for
most expatriates.
Natural born leaders are institutionally denied
professional advancement, employment security, and family buildingZZZZ opportunities.

SOURCE BFS Cumulative data 2013-2016

XXXX

Einwanderung und staatliche Umverteilung. eine ökonomische Wirkungsanalyse für die Schweiz" Verlag Rüegger Chur/Zürich. 1993. Rene Weber.
YYYY

NET Contribution TO THE SWISS CLUB & PUBLIC GOODS.
ln Switzerland, parents receive a monthly child allowance (Kinderzu/age, allocations fami/iales) of between
around SFr. 150 and 450 per child per month. Child allowance is paid by your employer and varies from canton
to canton.
ZZZZ
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Less than 1/3 of all foreign households encompass offspring and less than three percent of all foreign households
house an extended family.
As a result of the manifold existential anxieties foreign couples are particularly prone to splits 163,164. In 2018
divorces of non-Swiss pairs increased massively (+23.4%).
Suicide is the fourth leading cause of early death and more than 10,000 persons seek medical treatment after a
suicide attempt every year. No systematic monitoring for self-harm at a national level exists. There is Increased
risk of self-harm among foreigners165.
Legal foreign residents are over four times as likely to land
in a Swiss penal facility166 than Swiss nationals and well
over three-quarters of the prisoners are non-Swiss nationals.
Four Swiss cities (Zurich, St Gallen, Geneva, and Basel)
were among Europe’s top ten for cocaine consumptionAAAAA,167, In 2018. Every year, huge amounts of cocaine
are consumed in Switzerland – with revenues of around
CHF330 million ($330 million) – according to the European
Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction168. Switzerland has one of the highest per capita
levels of AIDS cases in Europe.
Barring exceptional circumstances, at 40-50 years of age most expatriates in competition with younger, more
naive, cheaper, willing replacements, find it extremely difficult to hold on to or secure alternative employment
and with 55+ at the latest, find themselves, almost invariably, laid off. There are official reports (05/2019) that
employment applications are routinely computer screened and older applicants are automatically rejected169.
Expatriates will notice that in the regional (Un)employment offices “RAV170” they are referred
to as “clients”. Do not interpret the “polite” manner as a gesture of friendliness or condensation. You are not there to be assisted. You are there to be chaperoned, managed, and controlled. You will find it quite interesting to see how much these ladies are earning (starting at
over 6,500/month) without any semblance to your Qualifications.
Depending on the current performance of the Swiss economy, following a variable period of unemployment
lasting up to two yearsBBBBB, unless the expatriates get the “message on the Wall” and can afford to depart, they
are forced to dissolve any declared assets and cash in their non-state pension contributions (pension Columns

AAAAA

A study published in 2018 based on an extrapolation from cocaine consumption in the canton of Vaud
suggested around five (5) tons of cocaine is consumed in Switzerland every year. That is 13.7kg a day. Franck
Zobel, the deputy director of Addiction Suisse – one of the organizations behind that study – noted that cocaine
had fallen in price from 300 to 500 Swiss francs a gram in the 1990s to around 100 francs (€88). This had made it
accessible in price to far more people A dose is about the same price as a cinema ticket.
BBBBB

People who lose their jobs and live within Switzerland generally receive up to 70% of their former wages
in benefits. To receive these, they need to report to the local (un)employment office (RAV). The unemployment
insurance scheme entitles the jobless to between 200 and 520 daily allowances within a two-year period.
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II and III) before they can claim Social Assistance171 for the existential minimumCCCCC that varies widely from
Canton to Canton.

Warnings!

CCCCC

•

Do not, ever, declare tangible assets outside Switzerland to any Swiss Authority or Bank.

•

If you run or are run, into hard times (most expatriates are) you will be obliged to dissolve them and
spend the proceeds in Switzerland.

•

If you are subsequently forced to depart you will have lost everything you had before entering Switzerland including your family inheritance.

•

The glossy pricy work & residence permit to be carried at all times is an ear tag (AG-10439, ZH-20439,
etc.), not a golden ring. It gives you no real rights, it is the externally visible part of a control device.

•

If you are fortunate enough to find something stable elsewhere in the world you should think of the
swiss residence permit as having the value of a sheet of paper.

•

Eligibility for disability payments as a result of physical or mental reasons is revocable, particularly
if you choose or are forced to take them in your focal point of existence 172.

•

Sometimes cantonal officials may offer s disability pension as a Beware of offers IV pensions as
the/will be withdrawn some years down the road.

having to think twice before getting a Coca cola can or a cup of coffee standing at a kiosk.
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For most foreign workers of secondary education in menial occupations, who hardly make ends meet while employed173, the employer pension contributions (Column II) and anything they may
scrape up (Column III) are the most valuable, if not the only assets they accumulate in Switzerland. There are reports that small
firms without in-house pension funds pay Swiss private insurer
brokers more than SFr. 300,000,000 (Kassensturz 05.03.2019) in
a suck them dry, they will go, modus per year from these people’s pension funds.
Many are so crushed that
they forget they have a
right to a small pension/or
capital return from the meager state pension scheme (Column 1).
Any such forgotten assets get to be transferred to the Swiss.
Unless they can and leave as soon as their unemployment insurance period is over they are left with absolutely nothing other than advancing years and failing health. One should
note that the Swiss Bank secrecy laws have never applied to any Swiss administration instance.
The reason for the “generous” unemployment insurance174 is not to assist the unemployed.
In addition to stabilizing the money supply175 by fuelling Internal Market demand in tough economic times the
unemployment insurance serves as a “cooling off”, observation and control period for those affected and can
only be received, under certain conditions, while physically and legally present in Switzerland. In that light EU
citizens are permitted, as an inducement to depart, to transfer up to three months to their home country.
In Switzerland only 23.7% of social benefits come from public coffers; the figure in Italy and Britain is over 48%.
In Switzerland, the main source of social benefits is from the employers and the insured persons footing 66.1%
of the costs.
They pay in more social security contributions than in the five largest EU countries DDDDD. Expatriates foot more
than 35% of that bill.

DDDDD

In Germany and France, 60-64% of social benefits come from these sources; in Britain it’s just 38.1%.
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It has come to our attention that on rare occasions partial to full invalidity pension “offers”
are made to select foreign nationals to discharge potentially explosive situations assuming
that they condone to a suitable a mental ailment. These pensions are more often than not
subsequently withdrawnEEEEE. You go home assured of a suitable income and you are subsequently denied it.

SOCIAL ASSISTANCE IS A REPAYABLE LOAN!!!
Once relied upon for a year or more there is no comebackFFFFF.
If resident in Switzerland the Swiss authorities will pass the Social Assistance debt on to the recipient’s descendant and ascendant relations trapping everyone in the family in a debt & poverty trap176,177,178.
If the latter are not resident in Switzerland, the Swiss are known
to attempt to collect, without appropriate Laws, from overseas
ascendant and descendant relations, if for no other reason, to
generate family pressure on the affected expatriates to depart,
“voluntarily”.
In most cases, legal residents’ halfway on their unemployment insurance cover, are “encouraged” to try their hand at becoming
unprepared/pressed/late-life entrepreneursGGGGG.
Should any succeedHHHHH Switzerland gains a new taxable business; if they fail they are forced to take their losses themselves
and are quietly urged to return to their “Focal Points of Existence”

EEEEE

The ruling, published on Wednesday 31/7/2019, reaffirms the prerogative of individual states party to the
Free Movement of Persons Act with the European Union concerning social security benefits, including under
which conditions disability benefits are granted.
The case concerns a Portuguese man who had worked in Switzerland for around 20 years and received partial disability benefits starting in 2000. He returned to Portugal four years later.
Following a revision to the social security law in 2014, the man stopped receiving disability insurance. The disability benefits office subsequently rejected requests from the man for work reintegration support such as training
and job placement guidance, arguing that they were reserved for people who were receiving disability benefits
FFFFF

In Switzerland It’s very difficult to get out of debt if you owe a lot of money. There are provisions in the
law to help, but these don’t really apply if you have little resources. “Many of those affected have very little
prospective of living debt-free,” said a recent government report ( 9/03/2018 ) into debt relief procedures
individuals.
GGGGG

Swiss (14.5%) are far more likely to be self-employed than foreigners (7.9%). This is explained by the low
number of foreign farmers – farming is the Swiss industry with the highest percentage of owner operators (46%).
HHHHH

Less than 6% of start-ups survive three years.
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with very little else other than discounted and surpassed skills, advanced years, dented egos, poor physical, and
emotional health, and a very ill-prepared and disunited family.
This explains the published low unemployment rates. The more unemployment you export the less you have.
“Switzerland has always tried to control immigration by maintaining the option/right to send foreign labor
back home when the economy slowed down” (2017, Brigitte Studer, professor of history, University of Bern).
This makes the SPFWC population inherently expendable.
Individuals with a Swiss spouse and children, alimony, or large-scale financial obligations often benefit from
“goodwill dealsIIIII“ at the city and cantonal levels between the administrative instances overseeing them and
local employers. Lower rates and rentals in exchange for employing Mr. so and so.
The proportion of the State Pension (AHV XX/42179years) at 100% is insufficient to meet pension expenses, much
less old age hospices in Switzerland and is augmented through community/city/cantonal financial assistance
(Add On payments, “EL=Ergänzungsleistungen”). These EL contributions are financed by all legal residents but
are only available to the Swiss and the very few expatriates that are legally resident after 65+ in Switzerland.
After ca, 12 months of absence the permanent residence permit – that often took over a decade or more of solid
employment history, impeccable behavior, and often major remuneration compromises to secure - is rendered
void.
New regulations (2018180) explicitly foresee that the permanent residence C - Permit will regress to a yearly renewable Bpermit which can (and It will) be withdrawn resulting in deportation by failure to Integrate (i.e.:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

failure to competently communicate in the local idiom/dialect,
commit an unspecified punishable offense,
failure to comply with unspecified directives,
inability to pay billsJJJJJKKKKK,
becoming unemployed,
needing social assistance,
relying on EL = Add On payments in old age).

IIIII

By extending preferential treatment/discounts in licensing, rates, rentals etc. in exchange for the employment
of named individuals.

JJJJJ

Poverty also remains an issue in the country with the FSO (Swiss Federal Statistical Office) publishing data
showing 615,000 Swiss people lived in poverty in 2016. In total 7.5 percent of Swiss people lived below the poverty
threshold in that year, up from 7 percent in 2015 and 6.7 percent in 2014. Poverty was defined by the FSO as an
income of less than 2,247 francs a month for people living alone and 3,981 francs for a household comprising two
adults and two children under 14.
KKKKK

Around 670,000 people are affected by poverty in Switzerland, according to the Federal Statistical Office.
Poverty rose from 7.5% to 8.2% of the population between 2016 and 2017, an increase of almost 10%. The groups
most affected were those living alone or in single-parent households with children under 18, those with no postcompulsory education and those living in households where no-one works, the Swiss social statistics report 2019
revealed on 4/7/2018.
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NB. Any combination of the above could happen to any expatriate during his stay in Switzerland.
Thereafter, even “SECUNDOS” (Second and Third181 Generation foreign nationals) born in Switzerland to legal
residents that may not speak a word of their parent’s language(s) are tourists or illegal Immigrants.
In Switzerland citizenship is delegated to the community levelLLLLL and naturalization varies widely from community to community. There is no Birth-right to citizenship. Citizenship in Switzerland is determined by the nationality of the parents of a child, and not by the place of birth. This is contrary to traditional immigration countries including the United States, Canada and most countries in Latin America. Unlike neighboring France, Switzerland never tried to increase its population by facilitating citizenship.
To attempt naturalization, one must meet certain formal and informal criteria:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

have continuously lived in Switzerland for the last 10-12 years,
be in possession of a C permit,
speak and understand the local language (German, French, Italian, or Romansch) depending on his
abode,
be integrated into the Swiss way of life,
be familiar with Swiss habits, customs, and traditions,
be in compliance with the Swiss rule of law,
be no danger to Switzerland's internal or external security.

Points (d)-(g) are vague and tricky as they are quite variable in their interpretation from community to community.
It appears that naturalization in Switzerland favors the lower orders of societal status. The ruling class abhors
competition. Baring very rare exceptions that confirm the rule being naturalized does not really bring you in an
equal status - you just become less of an outsider and you are often made to feel it.
Unlike the common practice in many EU Member States health insurance contributions in Switzerland do not
extend to the family and are neither cumulative nor transferable upon departure. It is a Head health tax. This
means that having paid several hundred Euros per month and family member over decades a returning European
Union national finds himself and any family uninsured and often uninsurable.

LLLLL

Α Swiss citizen is first and foremost a citizen of a community (written in his passport), which remains ultimately
responsible for his welfare throughout his life. In a community, the executive is the administrative council headed
by the mayor, with legislative matters handled by the municipal council. The community levies local taxes and has
self-rule in all matters that aren't the responsibility of either the federal government or the canton. These include
the administration of public property such as forests; water, gas and electricity supply; bridges, roads and administrative buildings; schools (primary education); and the civil defense, fire, health and local police departments.
Several communities make up a borough or county (Bezirk, district).
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To the above, one must add the bitter realization that irrespective of previous achievements you have institutionally been viewed and treated as a Human Factor
of Production, in effect, as cattle.
Years later, having shark-fining like182 been stripped off
the educational and other assets you are thrown overboard without the means to earn a living or finance old
Age needs in a way commensurate with your contributions to the Swiss economy.

There is little worse than realizing - in pension age - that you have been institutionally ripped off and there
is nothing you can do to change your living conditions as well as those of your family.
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THE EXPATRIATE’S STATE’S PERSPECTIVE
An often-forgotten Stakeholder in the Swiss Human Assets Harvesting Operation is the so-called “Focal Point
of Existence = Country of Origin” of individual expatriates.
Without fault of their own, these States are ripped off on both ends of an expatriates’ lifecycle.
They finance the upbringing and education of their citizens turned Expatriates to Switzerland and assume all costs and risks associated therein.
They lose the services and contributions of their most able nationals to a third State that
lures them at their peak with untrue projections and promises.

They are subsequently forced to take them back, provide and care for them, cloth
them, and insure them, without the transfer of as much as a portion of their contributions to the Swiss state and club goods.

To be continued…...
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HAVE YOU FOUND THIS EXPOSITION USEFUL?

Disseminate this informationMMMMM. The only side with interests, income, and resources183 is the Swiss State.
They will not.

No MME or NGO can hope to reach the millions of ill-informed, gut thinking and self-illusional, Switzerland aspirants culminating in 167,407 newcomers and 90,088 departees in 2016. These people depend on your information.
1.

If you would like to participate in setting up a relevant NGO or assist with your time, tips, Information,
translation and Internet skills, please contact us
at: k.parlavantzas@outlook.com.

2.

If you are US national or maintain legal residence rights in the USA and the Swiss experience has negatively affected your 401k we would really like to hear of/from you.

3.

If you have found this exposition useful to your own decision-making w.r.t.
•
•
•
•

your career path,
entry or not,
optimizing your stay instead of having it optimized for you by the Swiss Homeland Security, or
whether to accept a temporary substandard or uncertain job to push the inevitable back for a
couple of months down a very certain road,

you may contribute anonymously to its further development and dissemination with:
Bitcoin: [ 13GiXhigj39qPoc31GQ93VjpqVjJ7mVrfi ]
or much better with a contribution:
c/o WORKING IN SWITZERLAND AND FOR SWISS INTERESTS WORLDWIDE
c/o K. D. Parlavantzas
IBAN: GR56 0140 3290 0210 1022 389
BIC: CRBAGRAA
using a German, Austrian, French or Italian Bank.

MMMMM

with care if still in Switzerland.
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WARNINGS:
Under no circumstances, not ever, declare any assets you possess outside Switzerland to any
swiss authority, including a financial institution.
If you run or are run, into hard times you will be forced to liquidate them and bring the proceeds to Switzerland before you can claim any version of Social Assistance!!
The glossy pricy work & residence permit to be carried at all times is an ear tag (AG-10439, ZH20439, etc.), not a golden ring. It gives you no real rights, it is a control device. If you are fortunate enough to find something stable elsewhere in the world you should think of the swiss residence permit as having the intrinsic value of the sheet of paper it is printed on.
It is the General experience that official representatives of the Swiss Confederation will never
give a definitive “NO” answer. So long as you are physically in Switzerland they will make vague
hints and implicit promises and leave matters open to interpretation. They will manipulate
SwissNNNNN and foreign Media to demean any opposing party.
They love to play the good Minister - Bad Minister, good MPOOOOO - bad MP game at both cantonal
and federal levels and will pay you for the time that they, as institutions, have in great abundance
and individuals (even EU Commission Presidents like Mr. C. Juncker 184 , 5 Year term) do not.
You are entertainment in THEIR gray lives.
Do not trust the Swiss Media – they are not your friends. Some freelance Journalist may wish to
write a short article but to box it into swiss media and get paid for it they will have to dilute it
and balance it (i.e. in effect burry you and your case).
The Swiss upper house (State Council) is traditionally saturated with Brigade Generals and
other high Militia officersPPPPP. The cantonal Councils are no different.

NNNNN

There are very few independent media players in CH which means that non-conforming journalists are
quickly rendered unemployable.
OOOOO

PPPPP

Be that the city Cantonal or national assembly.

Jahrbuch der eidgenössischen Behörden, Verwaltungen und Bundesbetriebe.
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BITS & PIECES:

Schengen Visas
From February 2, 2020, the cost of obtaining a visa for the Schengen zone to visit Switzerland will rise
from €60 to €80 (CHF65 to CHF92) for adults. The fee for minors aged between six and 12 will rise by €5
to €40.

Student Visas
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DEDICATIONS:
This exposition is the result of interactions with many exceptional individuals including the following:
Prof. Walter Wittman whom I met and had extensive and very enlightening discussions on the fineries of the Swiss establishment, Militia, and Judiciary while he was writing, what I believe to be, his
last book185. If “you” are serious about Switzerland and can understand German, this rare book is a
real must-have read.

There has been extensive correspondence with Dr. Stanley Adams186 author of “Roche vs Adams”
on matters Swiss and the nature of the EU = European Experiment.

Several members of the Swiss Upper and Lower Houses of the Federal parliament187 – notable among which:
Brigadier General, QCHQ, Hans Joerg Huber Member to the Swiss upper House (1/48) representing the Canton
AG.

Mrs. Ursula Koch party president of the swiss Socialist party (She subsequently emigrated to Israel) and the
dearest “Friend” Dr. H. Zbinden188,189 from the SP-Schweiz (promising for years on end parliamentary resolutions
involving procedures (PUK) that, he for one should know are, extremely rare in the Swiss lower House).

Dr. Christoph Blocher, in his concurrent functions as QCHQ Colonel, party president (SVP), Federal Minister for
Justice, Industrialist, and Billionaire. For those that can read German see: www.elvetia.org/blocher/index.aspx
and enjoy the very interesting patronizing replies.

Mr. Hansuli Mathys Member of Parliament and SVP Cantonal president and many others190,191 several high officers in the Swiss militia and politics living, following cantonal officia, off nuclear Energy sinecures.

I have learnt a great deal about the “Swiss Heimat and my not belonging to it” after 17 years as invited expatriate
from Professor Dr. Meinrad K. Eberle concurrently head of
the Swiss National Research Institute (PSI), Lt. Colonel to
the QCHQ of the Swiss Militia, Professor at ETHZ, Responsible for Power Generation in case of emergency in the
Swiss Militia and part Owner of AKSA Würenlos AG, selling exactly this kind of machinery to guess who. The
utilization of several hundred thousand SFr of the Swiss National Fond for the Sciences to support a no-go project
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so that he would pack me off to the French part with EPFL was truly inspiring. He is the main motivator for this
long term work.
Several members of the European Parliament – notable amongst them are:
Mr. C. Folias (Greek),
Mr. P. Casaca, (Portuguese)
Mr. M. Wuori (Finish)
Lord Stockton192,QQQQQ (UK)
Mr. Vitaliano GEMELLI (Italian)
Mr. Michael Cashman (UK).
Konstantin van Oranje then Chief of staff of Commissioner Hans van den Broek, for the EC DG1, now EEAS.

Mr. C. Folias in a series of ministerial posts in Greece
made it possible to untangle relevant past events
and experiences in Switzerland and became a real
eye-opener in matters of “Quid Pro Quo” diplomacy
and the macroscopic policy world, particularly with
respect to the national significance and the money
flows of the Swiss migration policy.

Prof. Ellen Stubbe A German Theology Professor at the University of Zurich.
Mr. Igor Olenicoff a Russian born American Billionaire who shared with me over several

years his

very interesting experiences with Swiss Justice, the swiss PressRRRRR, and the UBS in both Switzerland and the
USA at a very different level as well as the Swiss practice of resolving legal disputes out of court with settlements
centered on non-divulgement clauses.

To be continued ….

QQQQQ

Whose advice to write a definitive book on expatriate life in Switzerland I should have followed.

RRRRR

Which, despite better advice, were allowed to visit the multi billionaires’ Newport Beach, CA, USA headquarters for an interview and resorted to taking pictures of the janitor’s room to show lack of order in order to demean
him.
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SITE STATISTICS
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SPECIAL
https://play.swissinfo.ch/play/tv/society/video/poor---and-expecting-a-child-in-2013?id=34560340
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In a Survey of 4,700 employees published on 11/06/2019 in the banking sector on average men’s fixed salaries in
the Swiss banking sector were 22.2% higher than women’s (20.7% in 2017), while bonuses were 36% higher
(30.8% in 2017), the survey found.
In 2016, more than 60% of private sector jobs with a monthly full-time gross salary of less than SFr. 4,000 ($4,027)
were filled by women. In positions with a gross wage of more than SFr. 8,000, the proportion of women was
28.2%. Just 18% of jobs paying over SFr. 16,000 a month were held by women – which was a marginal improvement over 2012.
62

See: www.ilo.org/global/publwww.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/---dcomm/---publ/documents/publication/wcms_700953.pdf ications/books/WCMS_700953/lang--en/index.htm &
63
See: www.ekm.admin.ch/dam/data/ekm/dokumentation/materialien/ber-ekm-migrantinnen-d.pdf
64
See: www.socio.ch/poli/ .
65
See: www.nzz.ch/schweiz/der-richter-und-sein-parteibuch-ld.1337947 .
66
See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=7w8TLPh3v-Q&feature=share .
67
See: www.elvetia.org/echr120/SECTIONS/S02/att_2.htm .
68
See: www.swissinfo.ch/eng/european-stand-off_-the-eu-will-not-renegotiate-the-framework-treaty-withswitzerland-/44684906 .
69
See: www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+COMPARL+PE630.430+01+DOC+PDF+V0//EN&language=EN .
70
See: https://oeil.secure.europarl.europa.eu/oeil/popups/ficheprocedure.do?reference=2018/2262(INI)&l=en
71
See: www.eda.admin.ch/dam/dea/en/documents/fs/11-FS-Institutionelle-Fragen_en.pdf .
72
See: www.eurofound.europa.eu/observatories/eurwork/industrial-relations-dictionary/acquis-communautaire .
73
See: www.swissinfo.ch/ger/standpunkt_verfassungsgerichtsbarkeit-als-hueterin-der-demokratie/42748322
74
See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=7w8TLPh3v-Q&feature=share .
75
See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=08yE17gwKrk .
76
See www.bundesanwaltschaft.ch/mpc/en/home/die-bundesanwaltschaft/der-bundesanwalt.html
77
See 10 vor 10 10/5/2019 “ Laubers Switzerland’s top criminal prosecutorstuhl wackelt.
78
See: www.nzz.ch/schweiz/der-richter-und-sein-parteibuch-ld.1337947 .
79
See: www.srf.ch/play/tv/10vor10/video/fokus-lohngleichheit---der-gang-vor-gericht-lohnt-sich-oftnicht?id=b9afdb52-e909-40e2-988f-01e6b8fe4f47 .
80
See: www.bratschi-law.ch/en.html .
81
See: www.elvetia.org/infogr/default.htm .
82
See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=7w8TLPh3v-Q&feature=share
83
See: www.elvetia.org/root/docs/JURI.pdf .
84
See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=7w8TLPh3v-Q&feature=share
85
See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtEkUmYecnk .
86
See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=08yE17gwKrk .
87
See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=35v05Zp4ork .
88
See: www.schengenvisainfo.com/etias/ .
89
See: www.eulisa.europa.eu/ .
90
See: www.elvetia.org/euch/index.aspx .
91
See: www.sem.admin.ch/sem/en/home/themen/fza_schweiz-eu-efta.html .
92
See: www.elvetia.org/juncker/index.aspx .
92

N.B. In Switzerland citizenship is delegated to the community level. There are over 3,000 communities (Gemeinde, commune), each of which has a local council or municipal authority.To attempt naturalization, one must
meet certain formal criteria: a) have continuously lived in Switzerland for 12 years, b)be in possession of a C
permit, c) speak and understand the local language (German, French, Italian or Romansch) depending on his
abode, d) be integrated into the Swiss way of life e) be familiar with Swiss habits, customs and traditions f) be in
compliance with the Swiss rule of law, g) be no danger to Switzerland's internal or external security. Points (d)-(g)
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and EFTA state naturalization is a central government task with either automatic or unified rules.
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See: www.swissinfo.ch/eng/retrospective_swiss-eu-relations--the-key-milestones/44444052
See: www.eda.admin.ch/dam/dea/en/documents/fs/11-FS-Institutionelle-Fragen_en.pdf
95
See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switzerland–European_Union_relations
96
See: www.iuf.org/
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Austria: A permanent residence in the country for 10 years is required. Dual citizenship is
NOT allowed.
Belgium: requires 5 years of residence, dual citizenship is allowed.
Bulgaria: 5 years of residence, dual citizenship is allowed.
Croatia: 8 years of residence, dual citizenship NOT allowed for naturalization.
Cyprus: 5 accumulated years of residence in the last 8 years period, dual citizenship allowed.
Czech Republic: Effectively 10 years of residence, dual citizenship is allowed.
Denmark: 9 years of residence, dual citizenship is allowed.
Estonia: 8 years of residence, dual citizenship is NOT allowed.
Finland: 5 years of residence, dual citizenship is allowed. 4 years for refugees, spouses, and
people with strong ties to Finland. 2 years for Nordic citizens.
France: 5 years of residence, dual citizenship is allowed. 4 if married with a French national
Germany: 8 years of residence, can be reduced to 7 or even 6 with integration and language
courses. Dual citizenship is NOT allowed.
Greece: 10 years, dual citizenship is allowed.
Hungary: 8 years, dual citizenship is allowed.
Iceland: 7 years, dual citizenship is allowed.
Ireland: Permanent residence in the country during 5 out of 9 years is required. You must
be a resident during the year before applying. Dual citizenship is allowed.
Italy: 10 years of residence, dual citizenship is allowed. 2 years of residence if of proven
Italian ancestry
Latvia: 5 years of permanent residence (typically acquired after 5 years of temporary residence), dual citizenship is allowed since 2013 for EU/NATO member countries and a few
others.
Lithuania: 10 years of residence are required. Dual citizenship is NOT allowed.
Luxembourg: 10 years of residence, dual citizenship is allowed.
Malta: 5 years of permanent residence, or 1 year and 1.15 million € dual citizenship is allowed.
Netherlands: 5 years of residence, dual citizenship is NOT allowed
Norway: 7 of the last 10 years, naturalized dual citizenship is NOT allowed (Norway allows
dual citizenship for those born with both citizenships.)
Poland: Normally 10 years of residence, dual citizenship is allowed/tolerated.
Portugal: 6 years of residence, dual citizenship is allowed.
Romania: 5 years of residence, dual citizenship is allowed.
Slovakia: 8 years of residence are required. Dual citizenship is NOT allowed.
Slovenia: 10 years of residence, dual citizenship is allowed.
Spain: 10 years of residence are required. This requirement can be reduced to 2 years (but
not waived) in case of nationals from a former colony of Spain (it covers a number of Latin
American countries and the Philippines). Dual citizenship is allowed for the latter group.
Sweden: 5 years of residence, dual citizenship is allowed.
Switzerland: 12 years of residence (time between age 10 and 20 counts twice), dual citizenship is allowed. (10 years starting from Jan 2018).
United Kingdom: Effectively 6 years of residence, dual citizenship is allowed.

See www.curaviva.ch – 60% of the inhabitants receive subsidies to be able to afford the stay.
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See: www.elvetia.org/echr120/SECTIONS/S16/att_16.htm .
See: www.elvetia.org/echr120/PDF/3-02.pdf .
102
See: www.elvetia.org/energie/index.aspx .
103
See: www.bk.admin.ch .
104
See: www.elvetia.org/echr120/PDF/3-02.pdf .
105
See: www.elvetia.org/echr120/SECTIONS/S15/att_15.htm.
106
See: www.elvetia.org/echr120/SECTIONS/S15/att_15.htm .
107
See: http://query.nytimes.com/search/sitesearch/#/pauper+immigrant+Switzerland/
See: http://query.nytimes
.com/search/sitesearch/#/pauper+immigrant+Switzerland/
px" www.elvetia.org/echra/index.aspx
110
See: https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Convention_ENG.pdf
111
See: www.cnnmoney.ch/shows/big-picture/videos/natalie-urwyler-fight-gender-equality
112
See: www.businessdictionary.com/definition/factors-of-production.html
113
See: www.nzz.ch/schweiz/ubs-verurteilung-in-frankreich-verleiht-bussenfrage-neue-brisanz-ld.1465003?
114
See: www.business-anti-corruption.com/anti-corruption-legislation/fcpa-foreign-corrupt-practices-act/
115
See: www.elvetia.org/ppc2/ABB/DOJ_M.htm
116
See: www.htwchur.ch/news/newsdetail/whistleblowing-report-missstaende-in-rund-39-prozent-der-unternehmen/
117
See: www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/foreign-corrupt-practices-act ; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foreign_Corrupt_Practices_Act
118
See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coordinating_Committee_for_Multilateral_Export_Controls
119
See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Traffic_in_Arms_Regulations
120
See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joint_Comprehensive_Plan_of_Action
121
See: www.justice.gov/ Search for say “ABB”, “UBS”, etc.
122
See: www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2019/04/01/mcs-040119-switzerland-staff-concluding-statement-of2019-article-iv-mission
123
See: www.efta.int
124
See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Economic_Area
125
See: www.elvetia.org/infogr/default.htm
126
See: www.elvetia.org/infogr/default.htm
127
See: www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/socialcharter/presentation/SignaturesRatifications_en.pdf
128
See: www.stadt-zuerich.ch/stadthaus/addio/download/Auswanderung_D.pdf
129
See: www.elvetia.org/infogr/default.htm
130
15% of the resident population in 1920 were foreigners – mostly Italians.
131
See: www.elvetia.org/re/index.aspx
132
See: www.elvetia.org/re/index.aspx
133
These are in effect and likely to remain so for another three years (Following the … 2014-02-09).
134
See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chris_Patten
135
See: www.elvetia.org/ba/c/2013-11-11%20M.%20Barosso/1999-12-22%20COMMISSIONER%20CHRIS%20PATTEN.pdf
136
See: www.elvetia.org/ba/c/2013-11-11%20M.%20Barosso/Ares(2013)3379440.pdf
137
See: www.elvetia.org/root/pdfs/Anhild.pdf
138
See: www.elvetia.org/mea/index.aspx
139
See: www.elvetia.org/juncker/index.aspx
140
See: www.elvetia.org/peti/index.aspx & www.elvetia.org/petition/index.aspx
141
See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jpwqWPKAUc (judges and politicians in the hand …)
142
See: www.blick.ch/news/politik/falsche-versprechungen-und-persoenliche-angriffe-eu-juncker-sauer-aufschweiz-id7986951.html
143
See: www.bfm.admin.ch/content/bfm/en/home/die_oe/organisation.html
144
See: www.bfm.admin.ch/content/dam/data/bfm/organigramm-bfm-d.pdf
145
See: Up to recently under the Federal Minister C. Blocher.
146
See: www.ma.zh.ch
147
See: www.recherswil.ch/xml_1/internet/de/application/d3/d129/d154/f161.cfm
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See: “Collaboration with our Partner Authorities - When reviewing a residency permit request (First application
or renewal), we work closely with numerous partner agencies, making clarifications, soliciting documentation,
and/or subcontracting. A well-functioning network and good cooperation is important to us. These include Federal Authorities, other Cantonal Migration Offices, Cantonal and municipal police authorities, social and judicial
authorities, the Department of Economics and Labour, population and civil registry offices, public prosecutor's
offices, integration specialist units, youth and career counselling offices and many more”.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amt für Wirtschaft und Arbeit (AWA)
Bundesamt für Migration (BFM)
Bundesamt für Polizei - fedpol
Bundesbehörden der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft
Eidgenössische Kommission für Migrationsfragen (EKM)
Eidgenössisches Departement für auswärtige Angelegenheiten (EDA)
Integrationsbüro EDA/EVD
Gemeindeamt des Kantons Zürich
Integrationsförderung des Kantons Zürich
Justizvollzug
Sozialamt des Kantons Zürich
SECO - Staatssekretariat für Wirtschaft
SECO Internetplattform "Entsendung"
Staatsanwaltschaft,
Vereinigung der Kantonalen Migrationsbehörden (VKM)
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See: www.amstat.ch/v2/index.jsp
See: www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/portal/de/index/themen/01/07/blank/data/01.html
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See: www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/portal/de/index/themen/01/07/blank/data/02.html
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See: www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/portal/de/index/themen/01/07/blank/data/03.html
154
See: www.migrationszeitung.ch
155
See: www.sem.admin.ch/dam/data/sem/eu/fza/broschueren/blau-europaeer-in-ch-e.pdf (Last accessed
2019-01)
156
See: www.ag.ch/media/kanton_aargau/dvi/dokumente_5/awa_2/standortentwicklung/181207_Flyer_Aargau_my_Place.pdf
157
See: www.swissinfo.ch/eng/society/homeland_survey-reveals-immigrants--close-ties-to-places-oforigin/44717106?
158
See: www.migrationszeitung.ch/ueber-uns/
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Visualize http://mdplatform.ch/wordpress/
www.swissinfo.ch/eng/society/investigation_swiss-agency-suspends-payments-to-migration-platform/44824916?
161
See: www.admin.ch/gov/de/start/dokumentation/medienmitteilungen.msg-id-74155.html
162
See amongst many other studies:
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1.

Ensar Can u. a.: Effekte der Personenfreizügigkeit auf die wirtschaftliche Entwicklung der Schweiz
(2013).
2.
Roland Aeppli: Auswirkungen der bilateralen Abkommen auf die Schweizer Wirtschaft (2008).
3.
Alpaslan Akay u. a.: The Impact of Immigration on the Well-Being of Natives (2012).
4.
Christoph Basten u. a.: Do immigrants take or create residents' jobs? (2011).
5.
Ekrame Boubtane: Immigration, Growth and Unemployment (2012).
6.
Bundesverwaltung: Jährliche Berichte zu den Auswirkungen der Personenfreizügigkeit auf den Arbeitsmarkt.
7.
Dominique Cueni und George Sheldon: Arbeitsmarktintegration von EU/EFTA-Bürgerinnen und Bürgern in der Schweiz (2011).
8.
Sara de la Rica u. a.: Immigration in Europe (2013).
Sandro Favre
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des under:
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Schweiz-EU
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Matthias Gerfin u. a.: The Effects of Immigration on Wages (2010).
Fred Henneberger und Alexandre Ziegler: Evaluation der Wirksamkeit der flankierenden Massnahmen zur Personenfreizügigkeit (2010).
Simonetta Longhi u. a.: Meta-Analysis of Empirical Evidence on the Labour Market Impacts of Immigration (2008).
Tobias Müller u. a.: Les effets de la libre circulation des personnes sur les salaires en Suisse (2013).
Max Nathan: The Wider Economic Impacts of High-Skilled Migrants. A Survey of the Literature
(2013).
Francesc Ortega u. a.: A Global View of Cross-Border Migration (2012).
Francesc Ortega u. a.: The Aggregate Effects of Trade and Migration. Evidence from OECD countries
(2011).
Ceren Ozgen u. a.: The Effect of Migration on Income Growth and Convergence (2009).
Nathalie Ramel: Fiskalische Inzidenz der neuen Einwanderung in der Schweiz (2013).
Michael Siegenthaler u. a.: Das Personenfreizügigkeitsabkommen Schweiz - EU/EFTA und das
Wachstum des BIP pro Kopf in der Schweiz (2012).
Peter Stalder: Free Migration between the EU and Switzerland (2010).
Klaus Zimmermann: Ökonomische Ursachen und Folgen von Migration (2012).

See: www.swissinfo.ch/eng/society/untying-the-knot_less-marriages-and-more-divorces-in-switzerland-in2018/44786148?
164
See: www.swissinfo.ch/eng/cupid-crashes_when-divorce-spells-big-headaches-for-binational-couples/44346828
165
See: https://smw.ch/en/article/doi/smw.2019.20016/
166
See: www.bfs.admin.ch/asset/de/je-d-19.04.01.28
167
See: www.thelocal.ch/20190314/four-swiss-cities-among-europes-top-ten-for-cocaine-consumption
168
See: www.emcdda.europa.eu/html.cfm/indexEN.html
169
See: www.blick.ch/news/wirtschaft/stellensuchende-aufgepasst-nun-ist-es-amtlich-die-aelteren-werdendiskriminiert-id15304174.html
170
See: www.ch.ch/en/unemployment/
171
See: www.nzz.ch/schweiz/sozialhilfe-sieben-antworten-ld.1450072
172
See: www.swissinfo.ch/eng/society/social-security_federal-court-rules-foreigners-abroad-not-entitled-towork-reintegration-benefits/45132860?
173
See: www.blick.ch/news/wirtschaft/schuften-fuer-einen-hungerlohn-das-ist-moderne-sklavereiid5032868.html
174
See: https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/society/looking-for-work_more-job-seekers-abroad-drain-swiss-unemployment-benefits/44780448?
175
See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Money_supply
176
See: www.20min.ch/schweiz/news/story/22259220
177
See: www.save50plus.ch
178
See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=QLsgm9RKS3c
179
Years of legal residence in CH.
180
See: https://ma.zh.ch/content/dam/sicherheitsdirektion/ma/merkblaetter/Informationsbroschüre%20AIG.pdf
181
See: www.swissinfo.ch/eng/rare-court-decision_third-generation-migrant-to-be-deported/41171994
182
See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0p_LdfgmxQ
183
See: www.sem.admin.ch/dam/data/sem/eu/fza/broschueren/blau-europaeer-in-ch-e.pdf
184
See: www.blick.ch/news/politik/falsche-versprechungen-und-persoenliche-angriffe-eu-juncker-sauer-aufschweiz-id7986951.html
185
“Der helvetische Filz. Eine geschlossene Gesellschaft”. (German) Hardcover – October 1, 2002 by Walter Wittmann; Publisher: Huber, Frauenfeld (October 1, 2002) Language: German ISBN-10: 371931278X; ISBN-13: 9783719312787.
186
See: www.elvetia.org/sadams/index.aspx correspondence with Dr. S. Adams.
187
See: www.blick.ch/news/politik/falsche-versprechungen-und-persoenliche-angriffe-eu-juncker-sauer-aufschweiz-id7986951.html
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See www.elvetia.org/echr120/SECTIONS/S04/att_4.htm
See: www.elvetia.org/echr120/SECTIONS/S17/att_17.htm
192
See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Macmillan,_2nd_Earl_of_Stockton
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